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*2001

Bag containing quantity of DVD films and boxsets

*2033

*2002

Bag containing quantity of Blu-Ray DVD films and
boxsets

Razer Raiju Tournament Edition PS4 controller
with box and cable

*2034

*2003

Bag containing quantity of music CD albums

Razer Raiju Tournament Edition PS4 controller
with box and cable

*2004

Bag containing quantity of empty jewellery boxes

*2035

*2005

Bag containing loose reading glasses and
sunglasses

Razer Raiju Tournament Edition PS4 controller
with box and cable

*2036

*2006

Bag containing headsets, earphones and
earphone accessories

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

*2037

*2007

Bag containing quantity of mobile phone cases
and covers

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

*2038

*2008

Bag containing quantity of mobile phone
accessories; cables, adapters, etc

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

*2039

*2009

Bag containing quantity of electrical
sundries/accessories; remotes, adapters, boards,
PC mice etc

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

*2040

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

*2010

Bag containing quantity of leads, cables and PSUs

*2041

*2011

Bag containing quantity of various routers/hubs

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

*2012

Bag containing various cabling and chargers

*2042

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

*2013

Bag containing routers, WiFi extender, Sony
radio, LED time controller, remotes etc

*2043

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

*2014

Bag containing quantity of tablet cases and laptop
case

*2044

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

*2015

Box containing full BT home kit; Smart Hub 2,
YouView Box, Hybrid Connect, Mini Connector
and BT TV Box

*2045

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

*2016

Bag containing keyboards, watch repair kit, tablet
cases etc

*2046

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

*2047

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

Marshall Stockwell bluetooth speaker (no power
supply unit)

*2048

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

2019

Arbiter Pro Sound clarinet with fitted case

*2049

2020

Amati Krasuce clarinet with fitted case

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

2021

Buescher flute with fitted case

*2050

2022

Sohengun zither style instrument with box

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

*2051

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

*2052

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

6 string classical style Epiphone acoustic guitar
model FT-100WR with carry bag

*2053

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

2026

Peavey Millennium BXP 4 string electric bass
guitar with gig bag

*2054

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

2027

Bismark 6 string electric guitar with carry case

*2055

2028

Bismark 6 string electric guitar with carry case

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

2029

Bismark 6 string electric guitar with carry case

*2056

*2030

Martin Smith 6 string natural finish acoustic guitar
with box

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

*2057

*2031

Razer Raiju Tournament Edition PS4 controller
with box and cable

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

*2058

*2032

Razer Raiju Tournament Edition PS4 controller
with box and cable

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

*2059

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case

2017
*2018

*2023
2024
*2025

Pair of Schalloch percussion hand drums

SAL musical trumpet with mouthpiece and fitted
case
Kawai 6 string electric guitar in black
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and box

*2091

Apple AirPods 1st gen with charging case and box

*2060

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

*2092

Apple AirPods 1st gen with charging case and box

*2061

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

*2093

Apple AirPods 1st gen with charging case and box

*2094

Sonos One SL speaker (boxed)

*2062

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

*2095

Sonos One SL speaker in black (no
box/accessories)

*2063

Apple AirPods Pro with wireless charging case
and box

*2096

2096 - Vankyo projector model 470C boxed

*2064

Apple AirPods Pro with charging case and
charging cable (loose, no box)

*2065

Apple AirPods Pro with charging case and
charging cable (loose, no box)

*2066

Callaway 200 laser rangefinder (boxed)

*2067

Canon EOS M100 24.2MP digital camera with EFM 15-45mm lens, battery, charger and box

*2068

Canon EOS 4000D digital SLR camera with
battery, carry case and box (no lens)

*2069

Sonos Play:1 speaker in white with power cable

*2070

2097

spare

*2098

Ring Video Doorbell 2 with battery and a Ring
motion detector, Ring contact sensor alarm and
damaged Ring Chime Pro

*2099

2099 - Plantronics back beat go3 wirelss earbuds
in box

*2100

2102 - Adidas Progressor Raw Steel ski goggles,
boxed

*2101

Apple AirPods 2nd gen with wireless charging
case and box

*2102

Sony WF-1000XM3 wireless noise cancelling
headset in box

Apple AirPods 2nd gen with wireless charging
case and box

*2103

*2071

Sony WF-1000XM3 wireless noise cancelling
headset in box

Apple AirPods 2nd gen with wireless charging
case and box

*2104

Ring Video Doorbell 2 plus chime in box

*2072

LG Tone Free wireless headset in box with
charging case

*2105

Ring Video Doorbell 2 plus chime in box

*2106

Ring Video Doorbell 2 plus chime in box

*2073

LG Tone Free wireless headset in box with
charging case

*2107

Ring Video Doorbell 2 plus chime in box

*2108

2 Aftershokz wireless bone conduction headsets

*2074

LG Tone Free wireless headset in box with
charging case

*2109

Aftershokz wireless bone conduction headphones
in box

*2075

LG Tone Free wireless headset in box with
charging case

*2110

Aftershokz wireless bone conduction headphones
in box

*2076

LG Tone Free wireless headset in box with
charging case

*2111

Aftershokz wireless bone conduction headphones
in box

*2077

LG Tone Free wireless headset in box with
charging case

*2112

Aftershokz wireless bone conduction headphones
in box

*2078

LG Tone Free wireless headset in box with
charging case

*2113

Ultimate Ears Wonderboom portable bluetooth
speaker (boxed)

*2079

LG Tone Free wireless headset in box with
charging case

*2114

Ultimate Ears Wonderboom portable bluetooth
speaker (boxed)

*2080

LG Tone Free wireless headset in box with
charging case

*2115

Ultimate Ears Wonderboom portable bluetooth
speaker (unboxed)

*2081

Canon Powershot SX420 IS camera with box,
includes battery, charger and instruction manual

*2116

Ultimate Ears Wonderboom portable bluetooth
speaker (boxed)

*2082

JLab Epic Air True Wireless headset in box

*2117

*2083

JLab Epic Air True Wireless headset in box

Ultimate Ears Wonderboom portable bluetooth
speaker (boxed)

*2084

Apple AirPods 1st gen with wireless charging
case and AirPods (no other accessories)

*2118

Sony WH-H910N wireless noise cancelling
headset in box

*2085

Apple AirPods 1st gen with charging case and box

*2086

Apple AirPods 1st gen with charging case and box *2120

*2087

Apple AirPods 1st gen with charging case and box

*2088

Apple AirPods 1st gen with charging case and box

*2089

Apple AirPods 1st gen with charging case and box

*2090

Apple AirPods 1st gen with charging case and box
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2119

Sony Extrabass SRS-XB33 bluetooth speaker in
box

*2121

Cisco Catalyst 3560-CX Series power over
ethernet unit

*2122

2 Seagate SAS Cheetah 15k.7 drives

2123
2

Spare

?

*2124

Jabra Evolve 2 40 operators headset with mic
(boxed)

*2125

Jabra Evolve 2 40 operators headset with mic
(boxed)

*2126

Jabra Evolve 2 40 operators headset with mic
(boxed)

*2127

Jabra Evolve 2 40 operators headset with mic
(boxed)

*2128

Jabra Evolve 2 40 operators headset with mic
(boxed)

*2129

Jabra Evolve 2 40 operators headset with mic
(boxed)

*2130

Jabra Evolve 2 40 operators headset with mic
(boxed)

*2131

Cowlishaw "Forwarding"
2153

Rebacking a cloth binding DVD by Nick
Cowlishaw

2154

Traditional Bookbinding Technique 2 DVD by Nick
Cowlishaw "Casebinding"

2155

3 large bookbinding rollers, Single Line, Double
line and patterned

2156

4 trays, tub & box of bookbinders lead fonts

2157

2 DVDs, "The Leather Bound Book" bookbinding
with Peter Goodwin & "Boxes for Books"
bookbinding with Peter Goodwin

2158

Jabra Evolve 2 40 operators headset with mic
(boxed)

2 twin DVDs, "Binding an Early 19th Century Book
in period style leather" with Michael L Chrisman &
Fine Bookbinding with Don Etherington & Monique
Lallier

2159

*2132

Jabra Evolve 2 40 operators headset with mic
(boxed)

The Exquisite Notes "An Artist's Sketchbook on
bookbinding by Silva Ramos Alotta in box

2160

*2133

Jabra Evolve 2 40 operators headset with mic
(boxed)

An assortment of bookbinders brass and other
corners, fittings, water pens, roller, etc.

2161

6 Books on book binding and DVD

*2134

Netgear AX1800 wifi 6 router (boxed)

2162

*2135

Gents Invicta automatic wristwatch with 2 tone
strap

2 tubs and 3 boxes of bookbinding letter, number
& pattern stamps

2163

Box of bookbinding glues, mixes, etc

*2136

Gents Invicta automatic wristwatch with 2 tone
strap

2164

(127) MM Linit Auto Punch 240v paper drill with
bits

*2137

Citizen Ecodrive chronograph dial gents
wristwatch in black and red finish with box

2165

Louet Vertical plough

*2138

Gents Bulova chronograph dial rubberized strap
wristwatch with box (well used)

2166

2 boxes of decorative bookbinders and other
stamps

2167

Box of assorted Stamping foils

*2139

Gents Citizen Ecodrive chronograph dial
wristwatch in black and red finish

2168

Sterling 6 in 1 heavy duty desktop corner cut and
round

*2140

Pair of hooped earrings marked 14k

*2141

Damaged yellow metal bracelet with box (no
hallmark)

2169

2 tool boxes with contents of bookbinding tools,
brushes, wheel, knive, skiver, cutters etc.

*2142

B550-F motherboard in box

2170

Avery multi sheet paper guillotine and various rulers

2171

Fore Edge Painting clamp, bookbinding jigs, roller
and sundries

2143

MSI AMD motherboard model 970

2144

Nvidia Quadro K6000 12gb graphics card
(untested)

2172

3 various paper guillotines and some marking out
cutting mats

2145

GeForce GTX 680 graphics card with box
(untested)

2173

2 Boxes of book marker leather blanks

2174

A range of clam shell book boxes

2175

2 Macpac portfolio cases

2176

Large bag & 2 boxes of assorted leather & ribbon
for bookbinding & a US Ribin tape Printing stone

*2146

Apple iPad Pro model A1671, 512gb wifi only,
12.9'' 2nd gen with box (no charger, no
accessories)

*2147

Apple iPhone 12 in black, 64gb model A2403 with
box

2177

*2148

Apple iPhone 12 Pro Max in pacific blue, 256gb
mobile phone model A2411 with box

A large quantity of card, paper, note books and
materials for bookbinding in 2 1/2 under bays

2178

*2149

Apple Series 6 gold aluminium case 40mm watch
with strap, charger and box

The contents of a stillage of bookbinding
materials, card, felt etc

2179

*2150

Apple Macbook Air 13'' model A1369, intel i7
processor, 4gb ram, 256gb ssd, running macOS
High Sierra, includes charger

The contents of a stillage of bookbinding
materials, decorative paper, cardboard tubes,
ribbon etc.

2180

spare lot

2151

Traditional Bookbinding Technique 2 DVD by Nick *2181
Cowlishaw "Covering in Leather"

2152

Traditional Bookbinding Technique 2 DVD by Nick
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2 PC towers to include a HP 280G2 small form
factor, core i3 processor, 8gb ram, 1tb storage
and a HP Elite Desk 800G4 small form factor

computer, intel i5 8gb ram, 500gb storage, both
with Windows 10 installed
*2182
*2183

*2205
Lenovo Think Centre M700 client computer, intel i3
*2206
6th gen processor, 4gb ram and 500gb storage
*2207
Lenovo ThinkPad model T430 intel i5 processor,
8gb ram, 500gb storage, Windows 10 installed,
*2208
with power supply unit

*2184

LG Gram 17'' screen laptop, core i7 11th gen
processor, 16gb ram, 1tb storage, Windows 10
installed, includes power supply and box

*2185

Asus Chromebook model C523N, intel N series
processor, 4gb ram, 64gb storage running
ChromeOS, includes power supply unit and box

*2186

*2187

*2188

*2189

*2190

*2191

*2192

box

Lenovo Ideapad model S340, core i3 10th gen
processor, 4gb ram, 128gb storage, Windows 10
installed, includes power supply
Lenovo Thinkpad X380 intel core i7 8th gen
processor, 16gb ram, 512gb storage with
touchscreen and Windows 10 installed (no power
supply unit)

Blaupunkt wireless earphones with charging case
2x pairs of Apple Airpod 2nd Generation's and
charging case for 1st Generation
MIFO 05 PLUS, Marley Champoin and Jam
wireless earphones

*2209

Selection of various wireless earphones

*2210

Sennheiser SDW 60 wireless headset

*2211

Sennheiser, Jabra and Plantronic headsets

*2212

Selection of various portable power banks

*2213

RoyPow C86 portable power bank

*2214

Microsoft Surface Pen 1776

*2215

Sony CyberShot WX500 18MP camera and case

*2216

Seagate One Touch 2TB portable hard drive

*2217

Various PC 8GB RAM

*2218
HP all in one desktop computer, core i5 10th gen
processor, 8gb ram, 256gb boot drive, 2tb backup *2219
drive, Windows 10 installed, includes power
*2220
supply unit, wireless keyboard, mouse and box
*2221
Asus all in one computer, core i5 8th gen
processor, 8gb ram, 1tb storage, Windows 10
*2222
installed, includes power supply, wireless
keyboard, mouse and box
*2223

Asus G531GR.0 Strix gaming laptop, core i5 9th
gen processor, 16gb ram, 1tb storage, Windows
10 installed, includes power supply unit and box
(laptop has 8 missing keys to include - WASD

Ray-ban RB4178 sunglasses with case and box

*2224
Lenovo Yoga 7I touchscreen laptop, intel i5 11th
gen processor, 8gb ram, 256gb storage, Windows
10 installed, includes power supply unit and box
*2225
2 desktop computers to include a Dell Optiplex
3080 desktop computer (BIOS locked, no hdd)
*2226
and a HP Pro 6300 i3 4gb ram, 500gb hdd PC with
*2227
keyboard, monitor and mouse

HP 65W USB-C power adapter
Poly Blackwire C5220 headset
3x USB-C adapters
Asus Chromebook C433T with Intel M3-8100Y,
128GB EMMC, 8GB RAM, box and PSU
Dell Latitude E5440 with Intel i5-4200, 4GB RAM,
500GB SSD, Windows 10 and PSU
Lenovo ThinkCentre M910Q with Intel i5-6500T,
8GB RAM, 256GB SSD and Windows 10 (unit
only)
iPhone 11 Pro 256GB Midnight Green smartphone
with box, charger and EarPods (NOTE: Locked to
EE)
Apple Watch Gold SE 40mm Gold Aluminium
A2355 (sealed)
Portable LCD Digital Microscope
Bush MTT1 Turntable

2193

(123) Sony 20'' LCD TV with remote control

*2228

Hercules DJ Console RMX

*2194

Acer 24'' LCD monitor with power supply unit
model R241Y

*2229

Box containing MedDX Soltuions diagnostic test
kits/COVID-19 tests

*2195

Asus 22'' monitor model VS228

2230

(125) Comtech EF data satellite modem model
CDM-600L

2231

Miteq Inc Up converter model U-9353

2196
*2197
2198

(124) Dell 19'' LCD monitor model E1911C
HP Windows XP vintage laptop model HSTNN112C, AMD CPU with power supply unit (no hdd)
2274 - 3x TCP smart wifi plugs together with a
multi socket adaptor

*2232

35x Logitech webcams model C925E in bag

*2233

35x Logitech webcams model C925E in bag

*2234

2190 - Dell LCD 22" monitor with stand no psu
(cracked screen)

*2199

Dell Latitude 7480 laptop, core i5 7th gen
processor (no hdd installed, no power supply unit)

2235

*2200

Virgin router with power supply unit and network
cables

Various tablets for spares and repairs to include a
1st gen iPad and a Mikona tablet with purple cover

2236

*2201

Battle Royale 4K Ultra HD boxset

(6) Interact V4 force feedback steering wheel with
pedal set

*2202

Battle Royale 4K Ultra HD boxset

2237

(5) JoyTech racing steering wheel

*2203

1x PS5 game 'Spider-Man Miles Morales', 18x
PS4 games and 6x Xbox One games

2238

(4) Interact V4 force feedback steering wheel with
pedals

*2204

Ray-Ban RB4126 ladies sunglasses with case and

2239

(3) Interact V4 force feedback steering wheel with
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pedals

ET4500

2240

(2) F1 Speeder steering wheel set with pedals

*2276

2 Epson printers model XP-5105

2241

(1) V3 Interact steering wheel and pedal set

*2277

HP Envy Photo 7830 all in one printer (no box)

Bag of mixed IT equipment to include Type C
adaptors, BT 4G Assure kits and Logitech
keyboard

*2278

HP LaserJet Pro MFP-M28W printer (boxed)

*2279

2 HP Envy Photo 7830 printers

*2280

2 boxes containing a large selection of Saw 3
Extreme Edition DVD's

*2242

*2243

Box containing a large selection of Belkin QI
wireless charging pads

*2244

5 various Sanus TV mounting kits to include up to
90'' TV mounting brackets

2245

(126) HP PhotoSmart C Series printer in box

2246

HP Colour Laserjet image transfer kit model
CB463A with box

2247

HP Colour Image Fuser kit model CB458A with
box

2248

Quantity of computer accessories in tray to
include wireless mice, HDMI cables, etc

2249

2358 - 2 Eagle touch keyboards in box

2250

Microsoft hardware desktop 5000 keyboard and
mouse set

2251

2281

Box containing approx 20 PC CD drive
components

2282

Box containing approx 20 PC CD drive
components

*2283

Box containing approx 20 PC CD drive
components

2284

Box containing approx 20 PC CD drive
components

*2285

HP Envy Photo 7830 all in one printer with box

*2286

Epson EcoTank ET2711 all in one printer (boxed)

*2287

Epson EcoTank ET2711 all in one printer (boxed)

2288

Epson Expression XP700 printer with box

3 XP Power Office keyboards (boxed)

2289

2252

2281 - Trust Easyscroll Silverline keyboard
(boxed)

Lumix DMC-FZ72 bridge camera with battery,
charger and case

2290

Energiser portable battery bank with box

2253

spare

2291

Sony WH-CH510 headphones in box

2254

HP Intel Pentium 4 desktop computer for spares
and repairs

2292

Sony WH-CH510 headphones in box

2293

Sony WH-CH510 headphones in box

2255

5 boxes of toner cartridges, 4 by The Office Depot
for Brother printers to include TN3280

2294

Sony WH-CH510 headphones in box

2256

HP Deskjet 9080 desktop printer

2295

Bag containing various X-Box One, PS4 and PS5
games (PS5 game is Planet Coaster)

2257

Box containing a quantity of 12v internal cooling
fans model 4715KL

2296

Bag containing various Super Nintendo games,
PS4 and X-Box Games inc. Kingdom Hearts and
Crackdown

2297

Bag containing various Nintendo Super Nintendo
games, Playstation 4, X-Box One and other
games inc. copy of Pokemon Blue for Nintendo
Gameboy

2298

Bag containing Super Nintendo cartridges with Xbox One and PS4 games inc. Kingdom Hearts 3
and Doom Eternal

2299

Apple watch 42mm series 7000 with strap,
charger and box (icloud locked)

2300

2 Polaroid Nikon wireless remote timers

2301

Skull Candy headsets with bag

*2258

Iconbit Kick Scooter TT with box

*2259

Iconbit Kick Scooter TT with box

2260
*2261
2262

HP Colour Laserjet Pro MFP laserjet printer with
box
HP Officejet Pro 7720 wide format printer
Epson Workforce Pro Series printer with box

*2263

HP Officejet 8015 smart business printer in box

*2264

HP Officejet 8015 smart business printer in box

*2265

HP Officejet 8015 smart business printer in box

*2266

Box containing 20 Trust Webcam Spotlight Pro
USB cameras

2267

HP Officejet 8015 printer (no box)

*2268

HP Officejet 8015 printer (no box)

*2269

HP Officejet 8015 printer (no box)

*2270

HP Officejet 8015 printer (no box)

*2271

HP Officejet Pro 8022 printer (boxed)

*2272

HP Officejet Pro 8022 printer (boxed)

*2273

HP Colour LaserJet Pro MFP-M283FDW printer

*2274

HP Colour LaserJet Pro MFP-M283FDW printer

*2275

2 Epson printers to include an Epson EcoTank-
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Motorola kids wired headphones in pink

2303

Shure SM58 microphone

2304

Polaroid wifi mobile printers inc. approx 10
cartridge packs

2305

DB Tech digital film and slide scanner

2306

Sabrent high power wireless USB adaptor

2307

6 Ivation smart phone lens kits

2308

3 Canmore GPS fitness trackers

2309

LG mobile phone together with Samsung and
Binatone mobile in bag (spares)

2310

Nikon Coolpix digital camera, Giorgio watch,
Samsung mobile phone, unbranded watch and
other items

TX50HX6000B2 (box B6)
*2341

2311

Box containing Sisco speaker, Oregon scientific
*2342
receiver and 4 laptop HDD's inc. Seagate 80gb hdd

2312

2307 Bose Soundlink colour speaker, no charger

2313

2 button mobile phones inc. Samsung SGHC300
and Doro

2314

2 Tom Tom One sat navs with boxes

2315

2311 Selection of loose mobile phones for spares
and repairs

R12 43" TCL TV set model 43P615K (box B7)

*2344

2351 R19 32" LG TV set model 32LM630BPA
(box B25)

*2345

2352 R26 43" 4k LG TV set model
43UN80006LC

2317
2318

spare

2319

Box containing various mobile phones inc. Apple
model A1457 (icloud locked)

*2320

2325 2 mobile phones inc. HTC (spares/repairs)

*2321

2321 2x Apple iPhones for spares and repairs to *2351
include a model A1633, A1778 (possibly locked to
iCloud accounts)
*2352

*2322

2323 Motorola Moto G5 plus mobile phone

*2323

2322 Apple iPhone X sold for spares and repairs
(locked to iCloud account)

*2324

TP Link wireless range extender model AC1750
(boxed) and 1 loose

*2325

Omron Evolv blood pressure monitor in box

R2 32" Sony Tv set model KDL-32WD75K (box
B5)

*2343

*2346
2312 Selection of loose mobile phones for spares
*2347
and repairs
2348
spare

2316

R6 Hi Sense 50" 4k TV set model 50U7QFTUK
(box B1)

2342 R28 55" 4k TCL TV set model 55C715K
Mulberry England handbag
Canon XL2DV film camera with lens, Peli case
and Arri 150 light

*2349

Nextbase dashcam mirror GPS wifi in car camera
system with box

*2350

Tray containing various Apple AirPods 1st gen for
spares and repairs
Box containing a large quantity of Nokia headset
model HDC-5
Hover One All Star hoverboard in box

*2353

Hover One All Star hoverboard in box

*2354

Box containing various Goji wireless headphones
for spares and repairs

*2355

Box containing various Goji wireless headphones
for spares and repairs

*2356

Box containing various Goji wireless headphones
for spares and repairs

2326

Portable bluetooth speaker together with pair of
Beats headphones (well used)

*2357

2327

Bag containing various fitness and other activity
tracking wrist bands (well used/no chargers)

Box containing various Goji wireless headphones
for spares and repairs

*2358

Trust GAV Optical laptop mice with camo finish

2328

Apple iPhone model A1723 in white with box
(wrong box)

*2359

Meo Jogos controllers in boxes

*2360

2329

Apple iPhone model A1723 (damaged back
around the camera)

Box containing a large selection of mobile phone
accessories, Groove headsets, power banks,
bluetooth earphones, selfie sticks, etc

*2361

Beats X wireless headset in box

*2362

Beats X wireless headset in box

*2363

Beats X wireless headset in box

*2364

Beats X wireless headset in box

*2365
8 various console games inc. PS4 and X-box One,
*2366
Call of Duty Infant Warfare and MBA 2k 19
*2367
2333 Apple watch, 42mm case, 7000 series
*2368
watch with strap and charger

Beats X wireless headset in box

*2330

Pocket Juice portable charging power banks x 2

2331

Approx 13 Canon LPE6 camera batteries by
Polaroid

2332

Sony steady shot DSCT70 digital camera with
charger

2333
2334

Beats X wireless headset in box
Beats X wireless headset in box
Beats X wireless headset in box

*2335

R3 82" LG 4K TV set model 82UN85006LA

*2369

Beats X wireless headset in box

*2336

R13 LG 50" 4k TV set model 50NANO756PA
(box B2)

*2370

Beats X wireless headset in box

*2371

Beats X wireless headset in box

*2337

R4 Hi Sense 55" 4k TV set model 55U7QFTUK
(box B8)

*2372

Beats X wireless headset in box

*2338

R5 55" 4K TCL TV set model 55C815K (Box B9)

2339

Sony 65" TV set model KD-65XE7002 inc. remote
control

*2340

R11 Panasonic 50" 4k TV set model
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2373

Boxed Ivation SLR camera rig system with
shoulder mount

2374

Polaroid Snap touchscreen instant print cameras
with cases

2375

2x Mini acoustic bluetooth speakers in boxes

2376

4 Jumbl spy camera and clock radios

2377

Ivation DLP portable smart projector

2378

Alfa 150mb/s USB dongle accessory

2379

Akai Pro Series bluetooth headphones

2380

2 dictaphone voice recording devices by Olympus

2381

Box containing a variety of IR emitters

*2382
2383

2387 - Approx 10 rolls of effect filter colour sheet
rolls

2414

Polaroid Studio system diffuser unit

2416

2385

Panasonic RQS285 cassette player with charger

2386

Nikon D3100 digital SLR camera with 18-55 lens,
charger, 70-300mm Sigma lens and a 70-300
Nikon lens with carry case, battery and charger

*2387

Samsung Galaxy Note 20 Ultra 5G 256gb mobile
phone with box

Box containing DVD player and various boxsets to
include Game of Thrones and The Walking Dead
Tin containing various GB currency to include
shillings, crowns, etc

*2417

2 copies of Motörhead 'It Never Gets Dark' limited
edition orange vinyl to include numbers 127, 400
and 275/400

*2418

Kiss Madison Square Garden LP set together with
a limited edition 128/300 Kiss Back Together
Again bundle to include 3 colour vinyls, t-shirt,
booklets and other collectibles

*2419

Kiss Madison Square Garden LP set together with
a limited edition 128/300 Kiss Back Together
Again bundle to include 3 colour vinyls, t-shirt,
booklets and other collectibles

*2420

Kiss Chronicles 1974-1994 LP collection to feature
11 LP's, limited no 233/300, includes 2 CD's - Ace
Frehley and Kiss album

Unbranded graphics card with VGA, HDMI and
DVI outputs
2 Tile tracking tile sets to include an Essential set
and a Pro set

3 various prints of LA Lakers no 24 including
frames

2413

*2415

Lomo Instant Automat camera together with 2
Adventure Challenge packages

*2384

2388

*2412

spare

*2389

Apple iPhone 6 16gb mobile phone (no
accessories)

2421

Yu-Gi-Oh! trading card game collection in binder

*2390

Apple iPod Nano 16gb in green (no accessories)

2422

Selection of Pokémon and other collectors' cards

*2391

Alba 4'' android mobile smartphone

2423

2392

Bag of various mobile phone protective cases
(approx 5)

Various Game of Thrones collectible figures and
other accessories

2424

*2393

Adidas Raw Steel Blue Progressor ski glasses

5 trays of various die cast collectible play-worn
vehicles

*2394

Adidas Raw Steel Progressor ski glasses

2425

Selection of 6 various stamp albums with contents

*2395

Adidas Raw Steel Progressor ski glasses

2426

*2396

2248 - Tommy Hilfiger TH.184.3.34.2967
wristwatch in box

GB stockbook with dates ranging from 1864-1970
of various stamps to include line engraved, mint
and used

2427

Tray containing various first day covers

2397

2477 - Xbox One digital TV tuner in box

2428

2398

JBL Go To speaker

2399

3 various activity trackers to include 2 FitBits (no
accessories)

Page of line engraved stamps to include penny
black, red brown, imperfs, 2 penny blue, one
penny red stars, with dates 1840-1858

2429

2400

3 watches to include a GW G watch

2 pages of 1 penny red stamps to include dates
ranging from 1856-1879

2401

Google Chromecast in box

2430

Saylon 50 stamp set in paper folio

2431

Gold Coast & Ghana stamps to include dates
ranging from 1875-1957

Bag containing various android smart watches

2432

2223 - 4 pairs of headsets; Sennheiser SC165 &
SC60, Jabra HSC016 and Plantronics C3220

Large selection of postcards collectors' albums
including large vintage album with contents

2433

2507 - Selection of vintage programmes to include
The British Tour of 1965 for Louis Armstrong, 50th
Anniversary tribute to Glenn Miller for 1994 and
various other programmes and memorabilia

2434

Postage stamps, 4 perforated sheets
(unseparated) to include various face values,
overall face value £113

2435

Plastic crate containing various football match day
programme memorabilia

2436

Large box containing a quantity of first day covers,
line paper sheet stamps and various other
collectible stamps

*2402
2403
*2404
2405
*2406

2459 - JBL Tune 500 BT headset

Cardboard tray containing various mobile phone
charging accessories and wireless charging pads
SumUp auto payment system, mobile phone
cases, etc

2407

2469 - Tile Essentials starter pack in blisterpack

2408

Students Stentor violin with bow and case

2409

Violin case with bow and rest

2410

Students violin with case

2411

Student violin with 2 bows and fitted case
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2437

6 Polaroid XS7 action cameras with mounts

2438

3 boxed Polaroid 50'' tripods

2439

Olympus ON40 film camera with 2 lenses

2440

10 various military themed hats

2441

Boxed film camera together with a film lens and a
pair of Sakura binoculars

2442

Nikon Coolpix 5200 camera

2443

Tray containing Olympus 35 camera and a
Samsung 4MP digital camera

2444

Sony A350 digital SLR camera with charger and
lens

2445

Zenit B film camera with leather case

2446

Selection of various film cameras to include a
Zenit film camera, Zorki and a pair of Mark
Scheffel 20x50 field binoculars

2447

Box containing various vinyl records and singles to
include various artists, film scores, etc

2448

Bag containing a selection of CD's featuring
various musicals and artists to include Franz
Ferdinand and various others

2449

2718 - Romilly Rondo 5 piece clarinet in fitted
case

2450

Box containing a large selection of LP vinyl
records to include Elvis, Deep Purple, etc

*2451

2 lots of CD's to include Filaharmonia CD's in
concert and various other CD's to include NoFX,
Rise Against, etc

*2452

Model of a Russian submarine no 885 Hato
Graney

2453
*2454

2466

Wacky Racing Jerry Nadeau Dexter themed
Nascar

2467

Dub City RC roller 1:12 scale model RC vehicle

2468

007 1965 Aston Martin DB5 from the film
'Goldfinger' in box

2469

Aston Martin DBS model from 'Casino Royale' by
Nikko

2470

1:16 scale Jaguar XKR remote control car

2471

Die cast metal collectors' 1969 Corvair Monza
vehicle

2472

Scale model Maserati 3200GT die cast vehicle by
Bburago

2473

2x Volkswagen Käfer-Beetle 1955 scale models
by Bburago

2474

Alfa Romeo 8C Monza 1931 die cast model
vehicle in box

2475

Jaguar SS100 1937 scale model die cast vehicle
by Bburago in box

2476

Pokerset Vortex Cherry MX keyboard

2477

Biloboo Premium Gift e-pipe

2478

Tray of play worn die cast vehicles

2479

7 various die cast vehicles on tray

2480

2083 - American Muscle 1957 Chevrolet Bel Air
Street Machine in box

2481

Tray containing various die cast collectible buses,
some by Corgi

2482

Tray of die cast vehicles in boxes to include
emergency vehicles and buses

*2483

Tray containing a large selection of CD's and vinyl
record singles
Crystal geo rock in box

Mercedes-Benz Actros 40ft container truck die
cast model together with another in box

2484

Bush portable record player and a wide selection
of LP vinyl records

2455

4 boxes of various records to include 3 boxes of
singles

2485

2456

Crate of various vinyl records to include various
artists, compilation discs, etc

Bell & Howell 8mm projector model 606H with
protective cover and other accessories

2486

2457

Selection of various vinyl records to include Cargo,
2487
The Cure, Madonna, Alice Cooper, etc

2071 - 2 Dinky Cars Silver Jubilee die cast buses
(boxed)

2458

Bag containing a wide selection of CD's (approx
50)

2459

Bag containing a loose selection of protective
tablet cases

2460

iPad and tablet covers in large bag by Targus and
other brands

2461

Bag containing wireless car mount adaptors, TomTom sat-nav, etc

*2462

Singing Machine karaoke Fiesta system with 2
microphones (no power supply unit)

2463

John Deer full function 9.6v RC control tractor in
box

2464

2 Disney babies bendy poseable toys in boxes

*2465

Aviation Archive 1:72 scale model aircraft together
with a Dragoncrest Productions miniature figure
set
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2552 - 2x boxed 1977 Dinky Silver Jubilee die cast
buses

2488

2068 - 1970's Dinky Dukw vehicle, 1970's 5.5
medium gun , 1970's Burlet Gazelle and 1970's
Britain field gun die cast models

2489

2065 - Dinky Centurion diecast tank with box

2490

2066 - Dinky Centurion die cast tank with box

2491

2067 - Dinky Mighty Antat die cast model with
original box

2492

2070 - 1970's Dinky German Leopard tank

2493

2077 - Matchbox Thunderbird 2 die cast model
with Thunderbird 4

2494

2076 - 1970's Dinky Thunderbird die cast model in
blue

2495

Set of 6 electroplated spoons in fitted case
together with an art deco style 2 handled love cup

2496

2 stainless steel strap wristwatches to include a
Sicura and a Loris wristwatch

2497

Cardboard sheet containing a wide variety of pin
badges

2498

2074 - Dinky 1970's Beachcraft Baron die cast
plane with original box

2499

2075 - 1970's Dinky Boeing 737 die cast plane in
box

2500

2073 - 1x50 scale model Eddie Stobart die cast
lorry (boxed)

2501

2082/2084 - Wide selection of Matchbox Models
of Yesteryear vehicles

2502

Sony wireless headset adaptor with games and
Kidizoom smartwatch

2503
2504

Arthur Price white metal jug and box
2530

Alfex quartz moon phase dial wristwatch with
brown leather strap

2531

Dunhill white metal table writer marked 14939

2532

Gents TAG Heuer stainless steel strap caliber 5
wristwatch with tag

2533

3x silver bracelets with boxes

*2534

Pure Evoke CD4 radio in box

*2535

MSI PC gaming headset model DS502

*2536

MSI PC gaming headset model DS502

*2537
2545 - Bag containing various router equipment to
*2538
include Sky router, EE, Virgin Media and others
*2539
Tudor Rose soccer table game together with
*2540
another tabletop soccer game

MSI PC gaming headset model DS502
MSI PC gaming headset model DS502
MSI PC gaming headset model DS502
MSI PC gaming headset model DS502

2505

Maisto sport collection die cast vehicles to include
a Corvette ZR1 and a Aston Martin DB7

2541

Selection of wooden boxes to include one with
coins and a wooden paper holder

2506

Selection of various Star Wars collectible models,
DVD's, etc

*2542

Logitech G29 driving wheel for PlayStation 4
(boxed)

2507

2534 - Selection of die cast collectible vehicles in
crate

*2543

Logitech G29 driving wheel for PlayStation 4
(boxed)

2508

2 Scalextric style tracks to include The Simpsons
and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle sets

*2544

Xbox One Logitech G920 driving wheel (boxed)

2545

Pair of Mirage 10x50 binoculars with case

2509

Battery charger station, home wifi routers, loose
electrical cable, etc

2546

2581 - Box of various Skylanders figures

2510

2550 - Scalextric quick build cops and robbers
game

2547

Queen Amidala Red Senate Gown 1999 portrait
edition figure in box

2511

2080 - Matchbox selection of vehicles (approx 14
models of Yesteryear, boxed)

2548

2576 - Tray of various fabric made necklaces

2549

2512

2078 - Corgi Island Transport die cast buses in
box together with Corgi Green King die cast trucks
(also boxed)

2578 - Selection of military miniature figures to
inc. French army and others

2550

2585 - Resin figurine on plastic stand
Bag of mixed costume jewellery, bracelets

2515

2551
Tray containing various vintage watches for spares 2552
and repairs
2553
Italian made wallet in black leather
2554
3x Astrid Miyu jewellery items to include rings

2516

2x Talisa jewellery to include 2 rings

2517

3 cases of jewellery items to include necklaces

Selection of 3 baord games incl. Risk and
Railroader

2518
2519

Birmingham hallmarked silver ingot with a hallmark *2556
for L & N
2557
Amber necklace with certificate
2558

2520

Monica Vinader white metal bracelet

2521

2x silver rings

2522

Vivienne Westwood brooch in box

2523

2 hand painted English enamelled pots in boxes

2524

H Samuel 9kt white gold ring in case

2525

Tiffany bracelet and gift bag

2526

9kt white metal ring

2563

Breta Micro LCD mega pixel microscope

2527

18kt yellow gold Figaro ring bracelet

2564

2360 Osprey London handbag

2528

GC gents wristwatch with rubberised strap and
stainless steel body

2529

Arthur Price of England cutlery set together with

2513
2514
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2555

Bag of mixed costume jewellery, bracelets
2575 Dr Who collectables inc. time traveling
action game

Large hand decorated plate
BCE pool cue with extension in box
Harry Potter Philosophers Stone Hogwarts
Express train with box

2559

2 bags containing quantity of costume jewellery
boxes

2560

Box containing unbranded sunglasses

2561

Fender Frontman 15G guitar speaker

*2562
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Bag of mixed costume jewellery, bracelets

Phillips 3000 Series wireless soundbar and
subwoofer (damage to box)

*2565

Bose wave Cd player with DAB adaptor module

2566

Bag containing various Nintendo DS games inc.

2567
*2568

Solitaire trio

2599

Alfa Network long range USB adaptor

2594 PlayStation 2 magazine discs and
PlayStation 2 demo discs

2600

Alfa Networks long range USB adaptor

2601

3 Polaroid Cube action cameras with mounts

2529 Studio creator set

*2602

Yamaha YAS-107 sound bar

*2603

Samsung sound bar model S41T in box

2569

Bag of various BT home hubs and router
equipment, HD aerials etc

2570

Arsenal football club collectibles inc, wall clock
and programmes

2571

Sony CD player stereo system with 2 speakers on *2606
pedestals and tannoy active powered sub woofer
model SFX2572
2607
Bag containing Polaroid lens kits, filters and
*2608
accessories
2609
Bag containing quantity of Polaroid super blowers
2610
Bag of various electrical sundries, oversize remote
control, power adaptors etc
*2611
2597 OneByOne turntable HiFi system with
*2612
speakers in box

2572
2573
2574
*2575
2576

2635 Denon DN-2000F MK III CD player

2577

Green crate containing selection of radios inc.
Sony, Roberts and others

2578

Large black containerof various blue-rays, dvd's,
PS3 and X-box 360 games

2579

2639 Box containing various Maplin accessories,
extension cables, power cables etc

2580
*2581

2604

7 x LYX Pro XLR - TLS microphone cables

2605

Yamaha natural sound AV receiver model RXV350

*2613

Sony Playstation 4 console with no accessories
and 2 controllers (well used)
Behringer professional mixer model DJX900
Sony Playstation 3 console with no HDD
Pioneer DVD player with remote model DV-717
2625 Logitech 1st gen iPod dock speaker unit
LG SL8YG sound bar with sub woofer in box
TCL Radans wireless sound bar sub woofer kit in
box
Pioneer DJ smart controller with headphones and
box

2614

2357 B&O BeoSound One type 2582 radio CD
player speaker system

2615

Toshiba 32" TV set

2616

Pioneer stacking hifi system with speakers

Panasonic VHS player together with GBS DVD
player

2617

Pair of Wharfedale wooden cased loud speakers

2618

One By One fully automatic turntable

2642 Box containing various replacement cell
batteries

2619

Semi automatic turntable with box

2582

2628 (206) Sharp stereo music centre model SG4002

2620

2560 Quill London caligraphy kit

2621

2583

2629 Hitachi stereo music centre model SDT2370

Ltd. Ed. 75th anniversary Battle of Britain white
onyx ring with certificate

2622

2584

2 boxed GPO USB turntables

2569 LA Banus black face dial wristwatch with
leather strap and watch

2585

Playstation 2 console with loose controllers and
games

*2623

2571 LA Banus Roman numeral dial rose gold
coloured bezel wristwatch with box

2586

Various UK EU and other power plug adaptors

*2624

2570 LA Banus gents wristwatch with brown
leather strap

2587

Selection of replacement USB power adaptors in
white

*2625

2567 Various pens, watch movements to include a
gents reflex watch

2588

One by One radio, CD player turntable deck with
missing foot

2626

Bag containing large quantity of costume jewellery
bracelets

2589

2631 Yamaha WX-051Y speaker

2627

4 x £5 coins in envelope

2590

Laser Innovations SA series control module

2628

Costume jewellery case with contents

2591

Bose sound dock with 1st gen. iPod dock

2629

*2592

2525 2 Innovation LCD bathroom scales

Vintgae tin containing various costume jewellery
items and misc. incl. brooches

2630

Selection of costume jewellery in plastic jar

*2593

Sony HT-X8500 wireless sound bar in box

2631

*2594

Sony HT-X8500 wireless sound bar in box

Selection of kids and other wristwatches, and
straps for spares or repair

*2595

Samsung wireless sound bar model HW-S41T

2632

Tray containing various used wristwatches

*2596

Samsung wireless sound bar model HW-S41T

2633

2597

6 boxes of Pretty professional UV gel nail polish
remover

Ian Botham signed framed and glazed print with
FICA Certificate of Authenticity

2634

Pair of JPW bookshelf speakers

2598

Jaw Bone ear wear bluetooth earpiece

2635

3 items of hifi equipment to include Sony FM
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tuner, Cambridge Audio digital tuner and Technics
CD player
2636

Rotel integrated amplifier

2637

2 guitar wall mounted stands

2638

JVC in car CD receiver unit Mod KDJ312

2639

Goodmans portable radio

2640

Kenwood 20MgHz oscilloscope Mod CS-4025

2641

Samsung DVD player with BT Vision TV box

*2642

Rockjam karaoke party speaker with box

*2643

Samsung Giga Party audio MX-T50 bluetooth
party speaker

*2644

Box containing 10 various lighting tripods

2645

2646
2647
2648
2649
2650
2651

*3004

(21) Delonhi Magnifica S-Smart coffee machine
with box

*3005

(22) Sage Barister Express coffee machine with
box

*3006

(23) Sage Barister Express coffee machine with
box

*3007

(24) Sage Barister Express coffee machine with
box

*3008

(25) Sage Barister Express coffee machine with
box

*3009

(26) Sage Barister Express coffee machine with
box

Crate containing various Sega Genesis and Mega
*3010
Drive 1 consoles and accessories for spares and
repair
*3011
Bag of various audio cabling
*3012
6 boxes each with approx. 200 Yes No keyring
games
*3013

(27) Unboxed Sage Barister Express coffee
machine with jug and spoon
Le Creuset stone ware round bowl set with box
Le Creuset stone ware round bowl set with box
Gordon Ramsey Royal Doulton dinner ware set
with box

6 boxes each with approx. 200 Yes No keyring
games

*3014

3 boxes containing various games console
accessories incl. Nintendo Wii accessories etc.

Gordon Ramsey Royal Doulton dinner ware set
with box

*3015

(28) 2 Nescafe Dulce Gusto mini me coffee
machines

3 boxes containing various electrical sundries, sat
navs, power adaptors etc.
3 boxes of mixed camera equipment incl. various
vintage digital equipment, and film camera
equipment

3016

Fit Bit wifi smart scale with box

*3017

3087 3 boxes of insect repellant spray

*3018

2 boxed Taylor digital glass scales

*3019

Small bag of BT and Panasonic phone hand sets

*3020

Tray of Star For It The Rock pots and pans (used)

2652

Various music stands, speaker stands, keyboard
stands, and a lectern

2653

Soundcraft Notepad 124 mixer with psu

*3021

Unboxed fryer

2654

Peavey Max 110 bass speaker

*3022

Tray of mixed assorted pots and pans (used)

2655

2689 Shredder by Logik

*3023

2 laundry baskets

2656

Pioneer integrated amplifier Model A20 with
remote and CD player

*3024

Small box of mixed drinking bottles

2657

Pair of Wharfedale Diamond 9.1 speakers with
covers

*3025

Large bag containing mixed items inc. hair sprays,
batteries, reading glasses etc

*3026

Tefal select grill, 4 slice toaster, iron etc

2658

Asus EEE PC laptop with carry case (no charger)

*3027

2659

Pure Evoke 2 radio

Large box of mixed assorted kitchen ware inc.
Tefal soup maker, etc

2660

Tray containing various electrical sundries, CD
player, DVD player etc.

*3028

Box containing quantity of wind proof fleeces in
navy size XL

2661

Box containing large quantity of CDs, DVDs

*3029

2662

Cambridge Audio One DX DAB CD player system
with remote and 2 vintage speakers

3109 Kenwood multi pro compact plus food
processor with box

*3030

*2663

Yamaha ModX8 electronic keyboard synthesiser

(29) Kenwood multi pro compact plus food
processor with box

*2664

Sony MHC-V73D tower home entertainment
speaker

*3031

*3001

(19) Delonghi Magnifica S-Smart coffee machine
with box

(30) Kenwood multi pro compact plus food
processor with box

*3002

3080 Delonhi Magnifica S-Smart coffee machine
with box

*3032

(42) Kenwood multi pro compact food processor
with box

*3003

(20) Delonghi Magnifica S-Smart coffee machine
with box

*3033

(31) Kenwood multi pro compact food processor
with box
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*3034

(41) Kenwood Chef titanium kitchen machine with
box

*3035

Mason Craft & Moore drinks dispenser with box

*3036

Denby tableware set with box

*3077

3142 Box of mixed assorted soup makers

*3037

Denby tableware set with box

*3078

3141 Small coffee grinder

*3038

Kitchen Aid compact dish drying rack with box

3079

*3039

Kitchen Aid compact dish drying rack with box

*3080

12L glass drinks dispenser with box

*3040

Kitchen Aid compact dish drying rack with box

*3081

(43) Gourmet digital air fryer with box

*3041

Drinking glasses plus 3 boxes of small Signature
bowls

*3082

(44) Gourmet digital air fryer with box

*3042

Sabatier expandable dishrack with box

*3083

(45) Gourmet digital air fryer with box

*3043

Sabatier expandable dishrack with box

*3044

3 boxed Taylor digital glass scales

*3045

A3 printing paper, Pukka Pads, coffee pods etc

*3046

Tray of mixed assorted steam irons

*3047

Box of files and a laminator

*3048

Sabatier compact expandable dish rack

*3049

Star For It frying pan with box

*3050

6 space saving expanding laundry baskets

3051

spare

3052

spare

*3075
3076

3084

*3053

(32) Kitchen Aid 4.3L standing mixer

*3054

Green non-stick pan with box

*3055

3128 Standing Kenwood K-Mix mixer

*3056

(33) Standing Kenwood K-Mix mixer

*3057

(34) Instant pot multi use pressure cooker with box

*3058

(35) Instant pot duo evo plus multi use pressure
cooker

*3059

Unboxed Delonghi coffee machine (no accessories)

*3060

Boxed Delonghi Dedica style coffee machine plus
1 unboxed

*3061

2 boxed Chef & Sommelier France wine glass
sets

*3062

(39) Unboxed Ninja blender system with 1
attachment

*3063

Coffee knock box, Delonghi coffee grinder, Milita
hot/cold coffee brewer. Espresso coffee pods,
Kenwood replacement attachment etc

*3064

Braun multi-mix 5 hand whisk with box

*3065

Ken Hom carbon steel wok set

3066

Box containing 3 Le Creuset blue pots

*3067

Atmos diffuser plus some multi purpose dishes

*3068

2 reverse closing umbrellas

*3069

Oxo salad spinner, 2 plates etc

*3070

Simple Human clog proof soap dispenser

*3071

3 Titan cool lunch bags

*3072

3 unboxed Taylor digital glass scales plus 1 boxed

*3073

3137 2 boxed Taylor digital glass scales

*3074

Tramontina Proline stockpot (no lid)
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1 boxed and plus 1 unboxed Seville Classic
chopping board sets
Fluid Spill kit plus first aid kit

Small upright fan heater

4 slice toaster with box

*3085

Tramontina Pro-line oval chaffing dish

*3086

Tramontina Pro-line oval chaffing dish

*3087

Tramontina Pro-line oval chaffing dish

*3088

Tramontina Pro-line oval chaffing dish

*3089

Tramontina Pro-line oval chaffing dish

*3090

3193 Nespresso Virtuo Plus coffee machine

*3091

(66) Nespresso Virtuo Plus coffee machine

*3092

(67) Nespresso Virtuo Plus coffee machine

*3093

16kg kettle bell

*3094

Tray of used Kirkland pots and pans

*3095

3 unboxed Gourmet digital air fryers

*3096

4 unboxed digital air fryers

*3097

Kirkland Clad stainless steel cookware set with
box

*3098

2 Eurocast professional series flat grill pans plus
Oxo cooking pot

*3099

3187 Cooks Essential reversible grill

*3100

Russell Hobbs fryer plus spinning serving set

*3101

(TN45) Tefal filter fryer with box

*3102

(TN46) Tefal filter fryer with box

*3103

(TN47) Tefal filter fryer with box

*3104

3229 Unboxed Delonghi S smart coffee machine

3105

(TN48) Unboxed Panasonic automatic bread
maker

3106

Silver Crest hand blender set

*3107

Mikasa double handled soup bowl set

*3108

3182 Ottlite desk lamp

*3109

Miletta small coffee grinder

3110

spare

3111

Lot containing Morphy Richards soup maker,
Swan egg boiler, small salt and pepper ill, etc

*3112

(TN50) Kitchen Aid Diamond blender with box

*3113

(TN51) Kitchen Aid Diamond blender with box

*3114

Euro Cast professional series cookware set with
box

*3115

(TN52) Braun multi quick 9 hand whisk with box
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*3116

(TN52) Braun multi quick 9 hand whisk with box

*3157

*3117

(TN52) Braun multi quick 9 hand whisk with box

3158

Tracing light

*3118

(TN52) Braun multi quick 9 hand whisk with box

3159

Child's wooden play kitchen

*3119

3 unboxed coffee makers

3120

20l water boiler

*3121

3206 Lot containing yoghurt maker, gravy and
sauce warmer, etc

*3122

3207 9 in 1 multi cooker, vacuum food sealer, etc

*3123

Glass drinks dispenser with box

*3124

Fridge juicer with accessories

*3125

Tefal easy soup maker with box

*3126

3 unboxed instant pot multi use pressure cookers

*3127

3 unboxed instant pot multi use pressure cookers

3128

(TN64) Tefal select grill with box

*3160

Hand held Dyson V8 absolute with pole,
attachments, charger, etc

*3161

Samsung jet 70 series cordless stick vacuum
cleaner with box

*3162

Samsung jet 70 series cordless stick vacuum
cleaner with box

3163

Bissel icon 24v cordless vacuum cleaner with box

*3164

Bissel icon 24v cordless vacuum cleaner with box

*3165

Bissel icon 24v cordless vacuum cleaner with box

3166

DeLonghi oil filled radiator

3167

Ceramic fan heater plus a two slice toaster

3168

Small bag of Dyson accessories

*3169

2 boxed LED Ottlite desk lamps

*3170

(TN82) Unboxed Morphy Richards steam iron

Goodmans multi drying pan with box

*3129

Halaza home bed spread set plus curtains

*3130

3101 Gourmet 5.7l digital air fryer with box

*3131

3104 Gourmet 5.7l digital air fryer with box

*3132

Gourmet 5.7l digital air fryer with box

*3133

Miletta look firm timer coffee maker

*3134

3188 Unboxed Delonghi coffee maker

*3135

Berghauf euro cast sauté pan plus a green non
stick pot

*3136

3 boxed chopping board sets plus 1 unboxed

*3137

4 table lamps, an Ottlite desk lamp and a La
Cross technology alarm clock

*3138

4 boxed Brita water filter jugs plus a box of filter
cartridges

*3179

Henry micro vacuum cleaner plus pole and a small
bag of accessories

*3139

Diamond pro 2 piece pan set

*3180

(TN72) Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole

*3140

2 Iittala pot sets

*3181

(TN73) Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3141

Boxed Swan steam iron

*3182

(TN74) Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3142

2 unboxed Tefal steam irons

*3183

(TN75) Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole

3143

2 slice Russell Hobbs toaster plus a Philips steam *3184
iron with box
3185
Sabatier expandable dish rack with box
3186
Rocco glassware set
*3187
Spanish gin and tonic glass set

Henry micro vacuum cleaner with pole

Tray of mixed assorted items to inc. sand and
glitter art sets, drawing pads, etc

*3188

(TN69) Bissel spot clean carpet and upholstery
washer, unboxed

Dell keyboard plus 2 packs of printing paper

*3189

(TN68) Bissel spot clean carpet and upholstery
washer, boxed

*3190

3287 Gaming steering wheel plus a small vacuum
cleaner

*3144
*3145
*3146
3147
*3148
3149

Vacuum cleaner plus a 12 in 1 steam mop

3150

Box of headphones butlers

*3151

Box of humidifiers

*3153

Boxed combo rack

3154

A4 office guillotine

3155

Bag containing Bosch coffee machine, small
juicer, etc
3189 Tramontina pro line stainless steel cooking
pot with lid

BidMaster Office

Compact easy plus cleaner

*3172

(TN78) Meaco room air circulator fan with box

*3173

(TN78) Meaco room air circulator fan with box

*3174

(TN78) Meaco room air circulator fan with box

5 piece ceramic serving set with metal stand

3152

*3156

3171

3175

3 boxed DeLonghi coffee machines

3176

(TN80) 3 boxed Woozoo desktop fans

3177

3 Pro elec 16" wall fans

3178

3 Pro elec 16" wall fans

spare
3282 3 boxes of mixed assorted kitchen ware
(TN70) Bissel spot clean carpet and upholstery
washer, unboxed

3191

(TN83) Upright Dyson DC24 vacuum cleaner

3192

(TN84) Dyson DC24 vacuum cleaner

3193

(TN85) Upright Vax carpet washer

3194

(TN86) Upright turbo vacuum cleaner

*3195

Upright Vax vacuum cleaner

*3196

Upright Bosch 21.6v cordless vacuum cleaner with
charger
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*3197

(TN88) Upright Bissell cross wave multi surface
cleaning system

*3198

(TN88) Upright Bissell cross wave multi surface
cleaning system

*3239

*3199

(TN88) Upright Bissell cross wave multi surface
cleaning system

2 Mickey Mouse American Tourister mini
hardshell suitcases

*3240

Rolling duffel bag

*3241

Titan roller cooler bag

3200

(TN89) Henry vacuum cleaner no pole

3201

Philips upright cordless vacuum cleaner no
charger

*3202

3303 Uprigh Vax steam mop

*3203

Upright Bissell cordless vacuum cleaner no
charger

*3204

(TN90) Shark duo clean corded vacuum cleaner
with box

*3205

Upright Shark steam mop with box

*3206

(TN92) Bissell cross wave all in one multi surface
cleaning system in box

3207

Upright G tech air ram with charger no front plate

*3237
3238

3242
*3243
3244
*3245
3246
*3247
3248

Large hardshell American Tourister suitcase
2 fabric style suitcases

Selection of various black and red bags
Box of large brown padded bags
6 childs Chelsea Football Love pyjama sets
Breathable memory foam pillow
Single airbed
3 kitty litter boxes
3351 - Russell Hobbs toaster, crockpot, coffee
maker, etc

*3249

Metal detector with box

*3250

Brookstone heated throw, crystal vase and a Hotel
Grand pillow

3251

Travel Essential bag plus a laundry basket
containing makeup mirror, onion holder and other
mixed kitchen items

3252

Box containing blue duffel bags

3253

3370 - Small bag of BT and Panasonic phone
handsets

3254

3366 - Small bag containing Dove creams,
perfumes, toiletries, etc

*3208

Upright G Tech air ram with charger

*3209

Upright G Tech air ram with charger

*3210

Upright G Tech air ram with charger

*3211

Upright G Tech air ram with charger

*3212

Star Wars Black Series Imperial Walker with box

*3213

Robotic transforming police car

*3214

Lego Technic Lamborghini Sian FKP37 model car

*3215

Lego Ghostbusters Echo 1 model car with box

3255

2 boxes of cleaning detergent

3216

5 Flare bluetooth speakers

3256

4 Slazenger cricket batting vests

3217

20 Yves St Laurent all hours foundations and 1
Bodygraph foundation size 5ml

3257

3368 - Back massager cushion

3218

2 pairs of Tipperary crystal sunglasses

3258

Tray containing various scarves, dress scarves,
etc

3219

2 pairs of Tipperary crystal sunglasses

3259

Box of various Henry vacuum cleaner accessories,
filter bags, etc

*3260

Box containing ladies 32 Degree Cool short sleeve
dresses

*3220
3221

Ladies Valentino Giovanni small ladies purse plus
a handbag
spare

3261

8 Umbra photo frames

3262

4 Pip Studio mugs and Pip Studio cake stand
sets

3263

Libra double heart sculpture

3264

2 Original lava lamps

3265

2 Horizon Professional auto dose liquid laundry de
stainers

Charlotte Tilbury facial mask and skin care set

3266

12 packs of 32 Hondai batteries

*3229

Faberware knife block and knife set

3267

12-in-1 ratchet screwdrivers and bits sets

*3230

Joseph Joseph lock block knife set

3268

Box containing 20 padlocks

3231

Pair of XTAVA hair curlers

3269

20 LA pillow cases

3232

Damascus steel blade knife set with case

3270

10 Carter jumpsuits in navy

3233

Damascus steel blade knife set with case

3271

6 baby jumpsuits

*3234

Box of world maps

3272

20 summer shorts

*3235

Childs backpack

3273

*3236

2 wetsuit tops sized M

Ridgley Home Collection quilted throw plus 2
pillows

*3222

Georg Jensen stainless steel cake stand

*3223

Georg Jensen kitchen roll holder

*3224

Georg Jensen stainless steel oval tray

*3225

Bon Parfumeur Paris 30ml gift set

*3226

Ember temperature control travel mug

*3227

Kena Star Wars Imperial Fighter set

*3228

BidMaster Office
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3274

Ridgley Home Collection quilted throw plus 2
pillows

3315

6 designer cushions

3275

Ridgley Home Collection quilted throw

3316

6 designer cushions

3276

Ridgley Home Collection quilted throw

3317

6 designer cushions

3277

7 womens fancy dress costumes

3318

Tray containing mixed styled mens shirts and
mixed style tops

3278

7 womens fancy dress costumes

3319

Box containing party paper cups

3279

7 womens fancy dress costumes

3320

Box of Plames oil lined cake cases

3280

5 AA business travel kits

3321

Box of Disney Planes party horns

3281

Box of yellow and green scissors

3322

16 Swiss military lighters

3282

Box of small travel makeup mirrors

3323

Large box containing mixed size wools and yarns

*3283

Spode low bowl with box

3324

*3284

Spode low bowl with box

3454 - 2 boxes of 50 refill kits for ink jet printer
cartridges

*3285

4x Christmas bauble sets

3325

Box containing ladies swimsuits

3326

2 piece flashlight set, pink cycle set, pair of
childrens wellies, Sun Club ring pool, etc

3327

Box containing pop up camping pillows

3328

Livall cycle helmet

3329

Box of 5 I Love Meerkat toys

3330

Jimmy Choo beauty case containing mixed style
ladies purses

3286

Designer dressing gowns with hoods

3287

3402 - Bag of 0-3 months Padders infant slippers

3288

3403 - Bag of 0-3 months Padders infant slippers

3289

3404 - Bag of 0-3 months Padders infant slippers

3290

3405 - Bag of 0-3 months Padders infant slippers

3291

3401 - Bag containing infant sandals

3292

Mixture of bags, backpacks, sport bags, etc

3331

4 red and black bags

3293

Tray containing various drinking bottles and mixed
kitchenware

3332

Bag of upholstery fabric and materials

3294

3415 - Bag containing various ladies jumpers in
pink, yellow, orange, etc

3295

2 boxes of cream chair covers

3296

Box containing mixed style ladies bags to include
a beauty bag, ladies red handbag, etc

3297

3 trays of mixed miscellaneous household

3298

3 trays of mixed miscellaneous household

3299

Box containing assorted clothes with tags

3300

Box of assorted clothes

3301

2 large bags of decongestant tables

3302

Large box of face masks

3303

Box containing site light, BT phone set, etc

3304

3428 - Tray containing various mixed party items

3305

Tray containing small glass jars, glassware, etc

*3333

Large pin board

*3334

Box containing a Returns convoy robotic toy,
Transformers Movie Masterpiece Megatron toy
plus other robotic Transformer toys

*3335

Step 2 archway falls water table

*3336

Step 2 archway falls water table

*3337

Little Tikes patrol Police car

*3338

Portable photo studio

*3339

2 boxed plus 1 unboxed multi task lap tray

*3340

Box containing loose marble mania toys

*3341

3165 Pillow plus a cushion

3342

Rolling beauty case

3343

Rolling beauty case

3344

Rolling beauty case

*3345
3439 - Bag containing infants Duck & Doge stripey
*3346
t-shirts
*3347
3442 - Bag containing infants Duck & Doge stripey
t-shirts
3348

3470 Boxed push chair

3308

3440 - Bag containing infants Duck & Doge stripey
t-shirts

3349

BT premium phone hand set

3309

4 packs of Raise Its furniture raisers

3350

Box containing 10 small glass testing jars

3310

3431 - Box containing 100ml milk lotion sets

3351

Approx 72 Academy low form beakers

3311

3446 - Bag containing infants cream trousers

3312

3441 - Bag containing age 4 (approx) Duck &
Doge stripey blue t-shirts

3313

2 trays of printed t-shirts

3314

3445 - Bag containing cream infants trousers

3306
3307

BidMaster Office

Seville classic desk riser
Bamboo top kitchen cart in box
White and red heat press

*3352

Box containing mixed fragrances to inc. Yule
Alfred Sung, Essence, etc

*3353

Box containing mixed loose and boxed fragrances

*3354

Box of mixed boxed and loose fragrances

*3355

3 boxes of mixed boxed and unboxed fragrances,
hair spray, etc
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*3356

Box of mixed fragrances to inc. Michael Kors,
Versace, etc

*3357

Box of mixed boxed and loose fragrance to inc.
Gucci, Revlon, etc

3358

cars, canvas picture, loose toys etc
*3397
3398

2 boxes of trophies

*3359

2 multi use wall shelves

*3360

Mixed cricket bats, etc

*3361

Bag of mixed misc. to inc. puzzles, inflatable,
chair, etc

*3362

3489 Pushchair

*3363

3490 5 large bags containing England car flags

3364

2 large boxes of mixed household

3365

Bag of mixed boxed and loosed fragrances,
toiletries, etc

3366

3 boxed pairs of Clarks shoes

3367

6 boxed pairs of Clarks shoes

3368

6 boxed pairs of Clarks shoes

3369

6 boxed pairs of Clarks shoes

3370

6 boxed pairs of Clarks shoes

3371

5 boxed pairs of Clarks shoes

3372

4 boxed pairs of Clarks shoes

3373

6 boxed pairs of Clarks shoes

3374

5 boxed pairs of Clarks shoes

Box cont. remote control car, Shark submarine,
other mixed toys
Box of audio cables, 1m

*3399

2 sealed high quality collection Panorama puzzles

3400

Box of Star Wars Mondolorian puzzle, feed panda
game, other mixed games

3401

3780 4x laptop covers

*3402

4x Studio video maker kits, plus a laserX gun game

3403

2x boxes mixed boxed toys

3404

2x learning Italian sets

3405

5x Home gateway routers

3406

Mekamon robot

3407

4x 4x4 monster trucks with no remotes or chargers

*3408

Boxed, unboxed and loose parts for swingball sets

*3409

2x Quickplay golfing nets

*3410

4x mixed style kites

3411
*3412

Half a bay mixed loose toys, childrens books, etc.
Slip and slide water slide

3413

Bag cont. mixed bubble machines and other loose
toys

3414

Bag mixed toys to inc. Iron man titan hero figures,
Disney Frozen, Harry Potter etc.

*3375

3743 child's push along scooter with box

3415

Large bag mixed childrens novelty toys

*3376

3747 Pair of roller skates in bag

3416

3803 Bag cont. mixed football fan trick balls etc.

3377

Box containing 2 pairs of S sport boots

*3417

Fold up electric treadmill in box

*3378

Shelf containing 3kg kettle bell, 1kg dumb bell,
cycle helmet, yoga mat and a upper body kit

*3418

Weight plates, dumbbells, mini boxing bag, etc.

*3419

TacX boost bundle set with box

*3379

3755 2 table tennis tables

*3380

3754 Intelligent hula hoop plus a basketball hoop

*3381

4x4 monster truck with box and battery

3382

Bag containing Jai Kudo reading glasses

3383

Bag of mixed playing cards inc UNO, playing
cards etc.

3384

Box cont. mixed LEGO sets to include LEGO
city, marvel, Spiderman etc.

3385
3386

3420

Leg trainer

*3421

Box of rock solid complete joint support stack

*3422

Hand massager

*3423

2x 6kg kettle bells

3424

DX sport cross trainer

3425

Smart wonder core AB trainer

3426

Excercise bike/cross trainer

Box of 16x swiss military embossed logo lighters

3427

Pair of dumbbells with weight plates

Box cont. 16x Swiss military embossed logo
lighters

3428

3823 2x boxed kettle bells, one 12kg, one 20kg

*3387

Large plush bear

*3388

Boxed little tykes wonderlab

*3389

LEGO Technic excavator set in box

3390

Child's pedal tractor and trailer

3391

Electric ride on tractor with trailer

*3392

2x Lunaland stuffed cuddly bears

*3429

3771/3769 One boxed, one unboxed Sven reindeer

3394

3806 Child's punching ball

*3395

3x NBA basketballs plus 4x Mitre footballs/netballs

*3396

Leapfrog world globe, 2x Mariocart Carrera racing

BidMaster Office

3430

3825 Everlast heavy core punch bag kit

3431

Childs military battery powered truck, with spare
wheel and two batteries

3432

3767 Child's play table

*3433

3393

Everlast heavy core punch bag kit

(TN110) Bosch american style double door fridge
freezer

3434

Black Kenwood american style fridge freezer,
missing handle

3435

(TN99) Tabletop freezer

*3436

(TN46) Sharp microwave
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3437

3829 Cookworks 700w white microwave

3438

Tabletop fridgemaster fridge

*3439

(TN97) Tabletop Montpellier fridge

3440

Hotpoint 8kg tumbledryer

3441

(TN108) Zanussi wahing machine

3442

(TN107) Bosch dishwasher

3443

Hoover 6kg washing machine

3444

Slimline Russell Hobbs wine fridge

3445

3842 Mini wine fridge with box

3446

3852 Spin dryer with box

3447

3845 Panasonic microwave

3448

(TN94) Panasonic microwave

*3476

3533 Rag & Bone New York ladies ankle side
stripe jeans in stone black size 31" leg 32"

*3477

3532 Little Mistress ladies maxi chain nk dress in
blue size 14

*3478

3529 Vestiaire Collective Fenty ladies ribbed
bodysuit in pink size Small

*3479

3528 Daisy Street Warner Bros Tom & Jerry
sweatshirt size 20/22

*3480

3525 Jack Wolfskin men's jacket in khaki size
36/38

*3481

Ladies Christian Dior Paris full zipped black fur
effect jacket

3482

Full zipped Fila jacket size S

*3483

3914 5 boxed pairs of Clarks shoes

*3449

(TN95) Panasonic inverter microwave

3484

2 pairs of childrens Armani wellies

*3450

(TN93) Sharp microwave

3485

Ladies DKNY coat

3451

(TN96) Hotpoint 7kg tumble dryer

3486

Pair of ladies Alexandra McQueen shoes, used

3452

BEKO 7kg washing machine

3487

Pair of mens wellies

3453

BEKO fridge freezer

3488

Boxed pair of boots size 6

3454

Single door freezer

3489

2 boxes of hair clips

*3455

3x clothes airers, 3x clothes lines and an ironing
board

3490

21st pink push along scooter in box

*3456

Pallet of mixed towels, bedding, materials etc.

*3457

Pallet cont. mixed household items, inc. pillows,
etc.

3458

Large box of mixed toys, etc

*3460

Large box of mixed DIY homeware items

*3461

3865 Pallet containing a large qty of red hoodies

*3462

Pallet containing mixed new and used men and
womens clothing
Large box of mixed supplements, vitamins, etc

*3465

2 large boxes of mixed loose toys, etc

3466

2 mens Calaway full zip jackets

3467

4 mixed children's fancy dress costumes

*3469
*3470

*3492

Pair of table lamps

*3493

6 animal style ottomans

3494
*3495

Box of party items
3881 Box of mixed toiletries

3496

Box of River Cottage organic Konducha

3497

Box containing flower jeans boxer briefs

3498

Tray of Henry Lloyd children's t shirts

*3499

spare

*3464

*3468

3 unboxed bins

Large box containing books, novels, etc

*3459

3463

*3491

3500

3889 3 Beauty live ring lights
24 Jass 100ml perfume sprays

*3501

BaByliss Straight Pro 230, Cloud Nine wide iron,
Blow Brusher, Hair curler, The SBB wand and
other hair stylers

*3502

Philips Hair clippers, Philips Multigroom Series
3000, ElectriBrite men's shaver, Renpho hair
clippers and Hatteker hair clippers

3545 Boux Avenue ladies pyjamas in a bag in lilac
and navy gingham both size 12
*3503

Mini waffle maker, Russell Hobbs honey comb
grey kettle and Wax pot set

3587 Levis Performance premium men's
camouflage trousers size W34 L32

*3504

3578 Hoss intropia ladies malva dress in mauve
size 10

Morphy Richards easy store steam iron, Quest 2
in 1 steam brush and robot vacuum

*3505

Umay intelligent hair dryer, Oral-B Pro 650
toothbrush, Facial cleansing brush, 3 Color LED
mask, Clinic Red device and skin care beauty
machine

*3506

Little Bambino self assembly 555-LTB trendsetter
5 in 1 tricycle

*3507

Electric 20L s/s double tank bench top fryer

*3508

Dettol & Persil laundry sanitisers, Washing up
liquid, floor cleaner, laundry detergent etc

*3471

3575 Polo by Ralph Lauren men's custom fit twill
hunt club shirt in green size Medium

*3472

3539 Rivaldi Street men's puffer jacket in khaki

*3473

3538 Urbanage men's leather effect jacket in black
size XL

*3474

3537 Lollys Laundry Copenhagen ladies aliya
dress in navy size 14

*3475

3560 Calvin Klein Swimwear men's high risk short
*3509
drawstring swim shorts size Medium
*3510

BidMaster Office
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Kids scooter
Kreative Kraft My Fantasy craft case and Lego

Friends kit (opened and a/f)

*3544

Approx 50 flat pack cake boxes

*3511

2 flat pack storage boxes and car seat beaded
cushion

*3545

Mountain Warehouse automatic beach shelter

*3512

Tiibaby multifunctional baby bed and maternity
support pillow

*3546

Tower 2.2L air fryer, Zokop kettle and Flash speed
mop

*3513

Space saving hangers, 5 branch candle stick
holder, Tom Dixon light pendant and shade and 2
walking sticks

*3547

Set of Dove grey 66x90" eyelet blackout curtains,
Green rectangular rug, and Sendero Fleece carpet
2.6m x 2.24m

*3514

Box of 200 medium duty refuse sacks

*3548

Velda 6x5m pond cover net and 12 polished steel
garden ornamental balls

*3515

Brabantia built in bin, space saver storage
container and Philips Hue lamp

*3549

Child's tool bench set, large play mat and Pop &
giggle pond pal game

*3516

3 x 10 bottles of Vax Citrus Brust 500ml Steam
Detergent

*3550

Bread box, Bamboo chopping board with storage
tray, One Pot bowl and self assembly rack

*3517

3 x 10 bottles of Vax Citrus Brust 500ml Steam
Detergent

*3551

TV wall bracket, Floating shelf, 'Love' framed
picture, picture frame and box of suspension files

*3518

3 x 10 bottles of Vax Citrus Brust 500ml Steam
Detergent

*3552

45L touch bin, Folding snack table, Dry pet food
container and Pedal Pro bike basket

*3519

3 x 10 bottles of Vax Citrus Brust 500ml Steam
Detergent

*3553

Royal Deluxe single step stool, Shower & Bath
stool and support cushion

Spare

*3554

Boyu protein skimmer

*3521

2 x 10 and 1 x 9 bottles of Vax Citrus Brust 500ml
Steam Detergent

*3555

Disney Animators collection 4 wheel suitcase

*3522

8 Large inner cushion pads

*3556

Torq Turbo Pogo stick

*3523

Sweet Dreans single vacuum packed mattress

*3557

*3524

Abode camo fold carp cradle and carry bag

Large black planter, Wool Compost for tomatoes,
30" blacksmith hanging trough liner and large roll
of non slip clear matting

*3525

Chicco Next 2 me dream crib

*3558

Made.com Carmella lamp shade in burnt orange

*3526

Calitek X-wing clothes airer

*3559

*3527

Large quantity of various sized covered sandwich
platters

Bath mat, Various colour door mats and quantity
of personal protection face shields

*3560

*3528

2 x 100 Black metallic padded mailer envelopes

Fold up pull along trolley, Hurricane Spin scrubber,
Vegetable storage rack, pack of flat pack boxes,
Double guitar stand and broom

*3529

Pair of ladies Marc Fisher Rossa thigh length
taupe fabric boots Size 8.5M

*3561

*3530

Nkuku Endo reclaimed iron pot and 2 storage
containers

Renpho air compression leg massager, Hula hoop
and Pack of Molicare Super Plus incontinence
pants

*3562

Ikea Antilop child's high chair

3520

*3531

Sylvanian Families Seaside Cruiser House boat (af) *3563

2 x Jo Craft table lamps and shades

*3532

Box of 200 Easigown comfort isolation gowns

*3564

*3533

Salter doctor style mechanical scales

Silentnight double 10.5 tog duvet and 4 Silentnight
super springy pillows

*3534

Box of approx 100 egg trays

*3565

12kg kettle bell

*3535

2 large multi picture frames

*3566

Flat pack Keter Jolly-Base storage cabinet

*3536

Flat pack 2 drawer filing cabinet

*3567

*3537

Pack of XL MiliCare Classic incontinence pads
and 3 packs of absorbency pads

Cat Mat C500 automatic pet feeder and Bag of
Royal Canin small dog food

*3568

Super Dry black/orange golf umbrella

*3538

2 x 10 pce grey towel bales and 4 large inner
cushion pads

*3569

Box containing 12 tub of Rath's PR88 the wash-off
hand protector

*3539

Large lamp shade with tree design

*3570

*3540

Child's potty and large cuddly bear

U-shaped shower chair, Fibre optic Xmas tree,
wooden storage box, planters, waste bin, Framed
picture, blank canvases etc

*3541

Babyzen YoYo 2 stroller frame

*3571

*3542

Quantity of various colour flat pack gift boxes,
Empire State Building & Los Angeles framed
pictures, PVC Venetian blind, umbrella and blank
canvases

Vtech Magibook & Ordi-tablet, Fisher Price
Butterfly dreams mobile and quantity of
interlocking play mats,

*3572

Beauty storage case, plastic sandwich platters,
Double mattress protector, space saving hangers,
Rubber broom etc

*3543

Nanny baby monitor Bm-02
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*3573

Airfix Desert Storm Tornado GR1/1A model kit

*3574

Dave Allen Scuk Legends Series long board

*3575

2 ceiling light fittings

*3576

Selection of hair products including dry shampoo,
hair spray, Regaine, mousse etc

*3577

Large selection of deodorant, anti-perspirant and
body sprays

*3578

Shaving gel, Foaming soap, Moisturizing cream,
self tanner, sun protection, Clippercide spray etc

*3579

Dettol air freshener & disinfectant sprays,
Furniture polish, carpet fresh, Sterimar congestion
*3601
relief, Sticky stuff remover, Sanitizer etc

*3580

combs, hair clips and hair accessories

Large bag of beauty products including eye
masks, compact mirrors, sanitary ware, makeup
brushes, false eyelashes, false nails etc

*3597

Large bag of toiletries including hair & tanning
products, hair removal cream, moisturizers,
balms, lotions, serums, body butter etc

*3598

Large bag of toiletries including hand wash,
shampoo, tanning products, essential oils,
lubricants, body wash, moisturizers etc

*3599

Bag containing an assortment of toiletries

*3600

Large bag of beauty products including false
eyelashes, false nails & accessories, makeup
brushes, cotton wool, sanitary ware and more

*3602

Face & feet masks, wet wipes, lip balms, perfume
and product sample sachets
Selection of wigs, hair extensions, hair brushes,
combs, hair clips, bands and accessories

*3603
Large bag of toiletries including moisturizers,
balms, shea butter, lubricants, body wash, various
hair products, masks, oils etc
*3604

Selection of cosmetic bags including Estee
Lauder, Clinique and others

*3582

Large bag of toiletries including hair products,
body wash, lotions, moisturizers, balms, oils etc

*3605

*3583

Bag containing CaraVe hydration cleaners &
Moisturizing lotions, Nursem caring hand creams
and Ever Build Hand Armour cream

Electric dental cleaners, toothbrushes,
replacement heads, inter-dental brushes, dental
sticks, filling repair etc

*3606

Wilkison, Gillette & other razors, replacement
heads, single edge razor blades etc

*3584

Bag containing assorted toiletries, face & feet
masks and sample beauty products

*3607

*3585

Innza D-1176 hair removal kit, Blackhead remover,
Intense Pulsed light, derma rollers, manicure sets, *3608
digital thermometers etc

Eyelash curlers, manicure sets, tweezers, Migracap, hair & beard trimmers, massager, derma
rollers, Mole removal spot pen etc

*3581

*3586

Selection of branded toiletries including Emma
Hardy, Percy & Reed, Ziaja, Sanctuary,
L'Occitane, Alphah etc

*3587

Large bag of toiletries including hair products,
essential oils, deodorant, body wash,
moisturizers, balms, serums, makeup remover,
tanning products etc

*3588

Selection of soaps, bath bombs, wax melts, bath
salts, wet wipes etc

*3589

*3590

*3591

Large bag of toiletries including cleanser, essential
oils, sun protection, hair products, moisturizers,
balms, lotions and more

*3592

Selection of CBD Infusion Beauty Tycoon products
including Body Lotion Moisturizer, Tanning
Moisturizre, Tanning Mist, Booster drops etc

*3593

Bag containing assortment of toiletries

*3594

Bag containing face & feet masks, lip balms,
perfume & beauty product samples

*3595

Selection of branded toiletries including L'Oreal,
NuSkin, Cougar, Environ, Neal's Yard, MAC, Pixi
etc

*3596

Selection of wigs, hair pieces, hair brushes,
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Selection of branded toiletries including Chanel,
facetheory, Sanctuary, L'Oreal, REN, Liz Earle etc

*3609

Selection of 'The Ordinary' beauty products

*3610

Monet beauty products including Revitalizing
Essence, Conditioner, Shampoo, Be Balanced etc

*3611

Topic beauty products including boost oil, body
wash, cleanser, Pillow mist, temple balm, firming
cream etc

*3612

Estee Lauder beauty products including day &
night creams, eye creams, cleanser etc

*3613
Large bag of toiletries including Serum,
Lubricants, body wash, numbing cream, antiseptic
cream, hair products, moisturizers, lotions, balms
*3614
etc
Large bag of beauty products including sanitary
ware, Clearblue ovulation test, false eyelashes,
false nails & nail art, makeup brushes and more

Selection of soaps, bath bombs, bath salts etc

Elemis beauty products including Bath & Shower
mil, Repair mask, conditioner, shampoo, body oil
etc
Clinique beauty products including Self tan,
cleansing foam, moisture surge, facial soap,
concealer etc

*3615

Paco Rabanne 100ml after shave lotion, L. K
Bennett 100ml Signature eau de parfum, Versace
75ml Blue Jeans eau de toilette and Oriflame So
Fever Her 50ml eau de parfum

*3616

Large bag of household sundries, hose
attachments, incense, travel adapters, craft &
stationery, Ant Bait, golf balls, bottle openers and
more

*3617

Large bag of household sundries, personal
protection face masks, stationery, travel adapter
plugs, pet & kitchen accessories etc

*3618

Large bag of household sundries, craft, pet &
kitchen accessories, spray bottles, stationery etc

*3619

Bag containing tea lights, wax melts and white
beeswax pellets
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*3620

Large bag of household sundries, Chilly's food pot,
mugs, bobble remover, stationery, darts, Hozelock
hose attachment, paper weight, kitchen & garden
*3645
accessories etc

*3621

Sticky Stopper, Oliver Tree feed, disinfectant,
descaler, Bead sealer, paints, super glue,
waterproof, dye and other chemicals

*3622

Fishing accessories including line, hooks,
weights, reels, pod extenders, boilies, bite alarm
etc

cleaners, de-ionised water, glue, jewelry cleaner,
puzzle converser etc
Fish & horse care products, Weed Killer, Lawn &
Plant feed and various wood & metal paints

*3646

Large bag of household sundries, blood pressure
monitor, blood glucose monitor, Crystal Glass
London taxi ornament, Chilly's water bottle, pet &
kitchen accessories etc

*3647

Bag containing assorted stationery, craft ware

*3648

Large bag of household sundries, face masks,
Tarot cards, pet accessories, stationery, golf balls
& sport accessories etc

*3649

LED smart lights, vintage & candle bulbs, down
lights, torches, string lights etc

*3650

Large selection of candles sticks, tea lights and
wax melts

*3651

Selection of scented candles including Jo Malone,
Space NK, Hayo'u, Serenity, Iggy Box etc

*3652

Large bag of household sundries, moulding clay,
ant stop, incense, face masks, garden & kitchen
accessories etc

*3653

Oral B Pro 600, Oliver Bonas eye pillow, Altivario
altimeters, lint rollers, Infini-ear aids, Tommee
tippee baby accessories, Argan Oil wet wipes and
household sundries

*3654

Large bag of assorted household sundries

*3655

Large bag of assorted cosmetics including Fenty,
No. 7, Rimmel, Avon, Maybelline etc (small
amount a/f)

Large bag of household sundries, stationery,
sports accessories etc

*3656

Selection of branded cosmetics including Dior,
Charlotte Tilbury, NARS, MAC, Huda, Estee
Lauder, Clinique and others

Carpet cleaner, shampoo, Neutralizer, sterilising
tablets, wood filler, Pond care treatment,
disinfectant etc

*3657

Selection of tea lights, candles sticks and wax
melts

*3636

Jeffree Star Cosmetics Conspiracy eye palette

*3658

*3637

La Prairie Switzerland White Caviar Illuminating
Serum 15ml & White Caviar Illuminating serum
30ml

Large bag of household sundries, Cisco telephone
hand set, photo album, toilet cleaner, dehumidifier,
stationery, ear plugs etc

*3659

Fishing accessories including line, weights,
hooks, river dies, reels etc

*3623

Bag of approx 200 various colour nail polish

*3624

Bag of approx 200 various colour nail polish

*3625

Bag of approx 200 various colour nail polish

*3626

Bag of approx 200 various colour nail polish

*3627

Bag of approx 200 various colour nail polish

*3628

Bag of approx 200 various colour nail polish

*3629

Selection of nail polish gift sets including OPI,
786, Candy Coat Pro, Estee Lauder etc

*3630

Selection of boxed nail varnishes, nail art & nail
accessories including OPI, CND, Lavender
Violets, Mark etc

*3631

Bag of approx 200 various colour nail polish

*3632

Bag of approx 250 various colour nail polish

*3633

Selection of boxed nail varnishes, nail art & nail
accessories including OPI, CND, Lavender
Violets, Mark, Sally Hansen etc

*3634

*3635

*3638

*3639

Large bag of household sundries, GlucoMen Areo
2K glucose monitor, body oil, pewter hip flask, pet *3660
& kitchen accessories, Ant Stop, ear plugs, travel
adapters etc
*3661
Large bag of household sundries, Philips fabric pill
remover, water filters, Draper trowel, Cards
*3662
Against Humanity, pet, kitchen & garden
accessories etc

Shakespeare Agility Rise 6' 3# fishing rod and
Airflo inflatable fly vest Size M
Hugo & Hudson dog leash & collar, Holland horse
crop, bits, pet harness, leads, collars, toys etc
Bath & hand towels, Microwave heat pack, hot
water bottles, Set of ring top curtains, tea towels
and heat pad

*3640

Disinfectant, All Purpose cleaner, mouth wash,
water proof etc

*3663

*3641

Large bag of household sundries, water bottles
mugs, vase, money box, mood masks, gold &
silver foil flakes, filters, pet & kitchen accessories
etc

Sports accessories including Crew Saver lift
jacket, yoga blocks, hand weights, resistance
bands, weight support belt etc

*3664

Large black garden chair cushion

*3665

6 large tarpaulins and 2 rolls awning rail protector

*3666

Cushion, wool, cushion/toy stuffing, laundry
basket, stationary etc

*3642

*3643

*3644

Set of 6 Royal Albert dinner plates, tea pots,
baking dishes, glassware, perfume dispenser,
ornaments, mugs and crockery

*3667
Large bag of household sundries, Navy postcards,
Wine glasses, medical, pet & kitchen accessories
*3668
etc
Drain Odour remover, Oven pride, multi purpose
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holife handheld vacuum cleaner and other vacuum
attachments
Cork tiles, flat pack storage boxes, Baby hangers,
blanket, foldable potty seat, PowaKaddy etc

*3669

Metal watering can, Felco pruning set, 100ft
expanding hose pipe, garden netting, hose
attachments, waste bin etc

*3691

Large bag of novelty toys, twisty worms, action
figures, easter chicks, kids lunch bag, stickers,
etc

*3670

Mixing bowls, 3 tier cake stand, Deep-fat fixer,
Simple human refuse sacks, EPNS trays, place
mats etc

*3692

Selection of soft cuddly toys

*3693

Craft packs, Spider-man activity magazines,
paints, modelling clay, colouring pens, pencils,
crayons, paint, stickers, party accessories,
colouring books, notebooks etc

*3694

Selection of fancy dress costumes, hats, masks
and accessories

*3695

Selection of soft cuddly toys

*3696

Selection of cleaning related accessories; 2x
Flash Speedmops, Flash Powermop absorbing
pads, Dyson active base plate attachment,
plunger, toilet brush etc

*3697

Selection of hot drink related items; Drew & Cole
barista frothiere, Bodum French Press, Whittard of
Chelsea Tea for Two set, Turkish tea glasses etc

*3698

Assorted kitchenalia and accessories; trays,
cutters, oven accessories, shakers, splatter
screens etc

*3699

Bag containing moth traps, Vitcas fire rope, fly
catchers, portable pee jug, cake trays etc

*3700

Selection of decorative and household items;
Jednay Luxury Roses, clock, alarm clock, stand,
jug, tile stickers, etc

*3701

Selection of household decorative items; hanging
stand, picture frame, ceiling light shades, wire
model, etc

*3702

Bag containing wall sockets, Ercol webbing
straps, shelving, tape, string, etc

*3703

Bag containing extension power sockets, A4
photo paper, whiteboard-to-stick, pencil rubbers,
etc

*3704

Bag containing garden hose, Ultion lock & key,
brush set, tape, flood light, solar light etc

*3705

Selection of sports accessories; fishing rod and
reels, snow boarding goggles, shin pads, goalie
gloves, golf balls, 2KG dumbbell

*3706

Bag containing TIO M/O Lite horsewear turnout
rug, life jacket, water bottles/flasks, Tommee
Tipee healthcare kit and travel warmer, etc

*3707

Sheepskin pile rug, Pill-o-Pad, denim cushion and
Feagar seat cushion

*3708

Bag containing wheeled bag, 4x half metre brown
20oz canvas covers, shower curtain, Peanuts
shopping bags, laptop case etc

*3709

Bag containing duvet covers, towels, cloths etc

*3710

Knitting accessories

*3711

Selection of cleaning products; sponges, cloths,
brushes, scrubbers etc

*3712

Quantity of vacuum poles and bags

*3713

Various kitchenalia; bread tin, cake pop maker,
glassware set, potato ricer, cutters, bin bags etc

*3714

Bag containing filters, handles, blinds, carbon
monitor etc

*3715

Selection of decorative items; levitating moon

*3671

Diving head lamps, string & garden lights, light
bulbs etc

*3672

Josbt farrowrap compression devices, Back
support, Sure blood glucose monitor, ResMed
face mask, Plastiflex hose, Thermfinder S,
Thermometer etc

*3673

Box containing Just the Right Shoe ornaments,
ornamental bird cages, mugs, Stone bottle, cat
ornaments, vase, baskets etc

*3674

Large bag of craft products including paints,
colouring pens, pencils, colouring books, activity
packs, stickers, party accessories, glue,
modelling clay etc

*3675

Nerf Laser Ops Pro gun

*3676

Selection of soft cuddly soft toys including Baby
Oleg

*3677

Large bag of novelty toys, action figures, play
roulette chips, maze games, bouncy balls,
inflatables, tattoo stickers etc

*3678

Selection of games including Lord of the Rings
Monopoly, Zombie Science, Play-Doh, Guessing
Game, jigsaw and more

*3679

Large bag of novelty toys, Wrestling & action
figures, play money, postcards, fidget toys etc

*3680

Giggle by Smiggle pink backpack

*3681

Selection of toys & games including Fisher Price
smart watch, Swat Mission gun, Kinetic Sand,
Mechanical Gyro, Play-Doh, Nodding Gromit,
Backgammon etc

*3682

7 Pop! vinyl collectable figures including Admiral
Ackbar, Joel, Rocket, Captain America etc

*3683

Large bag of novelty toys, jigsaws, action figures,
slap bands, badges, party accessories, fill-able
eggs etc

*3684

Playmobil Dragons, Monopoly Reading Edition,
Chicco Monkey Strike, colour in tablecloth, jigsaw
etc

*3685

Large bag of craft packs, colouring pens, pencils,
glue, notebooks, Activity magazines, plasticine,
colouring books, stickers, balloons etc

*3686

Large selection of card games including Cards
Against Humanity, UNO, Oracle Cards etc

*3687

Outback Ranger r/c truck, Solar Robot Creation
Kit, R/C robot jigsaws, Rainbow spring etc

*3688

Barbie Wardrobe, Explorer Set, Taskmaster
game, Dinosaur activity pack, wooden puzzle
boards, jigsaws, Peppa Pig skipping rope,
stickers etc

*3689

Selection of games including Tumbling Tower, r/c
car, Eraser Pack, Stacking blocks, Cork game etc

*3690

TSR Dungeons & Dragons fantasy Adventure
Basic Set game 1980
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lamp, baskets, faux flowers, mirrored tray, money
box etc

*3744

Selection of exercise accessories and water
bottles

*3716

Selection of decorative items; clock, lamp, mini
watering cans, ornaments, stands, Kapla building
blocks etc

*3745

Bag containing First Aid Kit, HP A4 paper, Demon
tape, lamp, envelopes, etc

*3717

Bag containing office supplies; bins, calculator,
note pads, cricket score book, receipt book

*3746

Dusk duvet cover set and Night Zone bedding

*3747

2x cushions and cushion cases

*3718

6x Uinkit high gloss photo inkjet paper packs and
Epson matte paper pack

*3748

Duvet cover set and mattress protectors

*3749

*3719

Bag containing miscellaneous items and
accessories

Bag containing various sheets, towels, bags,
cases, fabrics, etc

*3750

Selection of wool and 2x embroidery kits

*3720

Selection of sport/exercise accessories; boxing
reflex ball, Wilson basket ball, sock tape, skipping
ropes, water bottles etc

*3721

Northface Base Camp Bag 25" x 14" x 14"

*3722

Various gardening accessories; bionic trimmer,
gloves, small shovel, soil survey instrument,

*3723

Quantity of various pet toys and accessories

*3724

Bag containing various bags and carriers (a/f rip on
Carryall bag)

*3725

Bag containing 4x duvet cover sets

*3726

Various blankets, curtains, sheets etc

*3727

Bag containing various sheets, cases and covers

*3728

Bag containing Miosoft 2-piece reusable nappy
set, various carriers/puches/case

*3729

Bag containing various fabrics, wool, off cut
leather, collapsible storage etc

*3730

2x Global-Pak boxes

*3731

System One heated humidifier, Omron M2 Basic
blood pressure monitor and ResMed AirFit N20

3751

Chunky knit blanket, ribbon, gift bag and selection
of double knit, faux fur and other balls of wool

*3752

Taskmaster, Air battle continuous launcher, Kre-o
Transmformers, model cars & dinosaurs, bath
books, skipping rope etc

*3753

Large bag of novelty toys, activity mat, foam
hands, Mini pincers, jigsaw etc

*3754

Skateboard truck, Head tennis balls, Adidas &
other goal keeper gloves, skipping ropes, ball
pump, juggling balls, swimming goggles etc

*3755

Roulette games, Hot Wheels Action track, Space
wall paper mural, Where's Wally jigsaw,
dominoes, dinosaur figures etc

*3756

Selection of soft cuddly toys, Teething soother
sets, hanging light, clothes pegs, greeting cards,
mini solar fountain, animal figures etc

*3757

LOL Surprise Fashion Fiesta pack, First Pottery
set, Paint your own mini tea set, wooden puzzle
board, Rock Art, jigsaw, Taskmaster, Motorcade
set and other games

*3758

IT 'Pennywise' collectable figure

*3732

Leather conditioning wipes, Persil tablets, plunger, *3759
lint rolls, pipe cleaners, feather duster

Smiggle backpack, double layer lunch bag, water
bottle and pencil case

*3733

Bag containing cleaning, toiletry and domestic
related accessories

*3760

11 packs of Cards Against Humanity and a Pack
of Cards Against Disney

*3734

Bag containing kitchenalia; electronic kitchen
scale, lunch box kit, travel cutlery, cutter, bell,
bowl etc

*3761

Selection of soft cuddly toys and dolls

*3762

Selection of various shaped and colour Pop 'N'
Flips

*3763

Large bag of novelty toys, plastic fairy castle,
gypsy caravan, play pit balls, animal figures etc

*3764

Large quantity of collectable trading cards
including Pokemon, UEFA, Lord of the Rings,
Topps, Match Attax, Sainsburys Save the World
etc

*3765

Casdon Soccer game and R/C F-22 Raptor plane

*3735
3736

Selection of home decorative items; ornaments,
salt lamp, vase, faux flowers, cake stand (a/f) etc
Spare

*3737

Bag containing wheelie bin stickers, stickers,
tapes, cardboard lettering, signs etc

*3738

Bag containing miscellaneous items; light
switches, Amtech wedge pump set, folding cane,
etc

*3739

*3766
Bag containing 8x Contour Plus glucose monitors,
*3767
4x Yale Living SMoke Detector's and Angelcare
Baby Movement Monitor
*3768

*3740

Selection of decorative items; photo frames,
ornaments, baubles, etc

*3741

Husk saddle pad

*3742

4x cat radiator beds, dog chew toys, pet body
straps etc

*3743

Various garden accessories; solar lights, hose
pipe, BBQ cover, binoculars, solar charger
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Selection of fancy dress costumes
Quantity of double-sided flip soft toy Octopus
Selection of card games including Cards Against
Humanity, Oracle Cards, Uno, Top Trumps etc

*3769

Jigsaw puzzles, Smelly Science, Chess &
Draughts set, Crayola light up tracing pad and
Paper Re-cycle set

*3770

Large bag containing craft kits, colouring pens,
pencils, crayons, paints, activity books, stickers
and more
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*3771

Selection of toys & games including Post Office
set, Unicorn Art Set, Kinetic Sand, Kidzplay play
box, Memory games, Spider man bath set etc

*3795

Glorious Gangsta tracksuit bottoms and puffer
jacket in black sizes medium and large

*3772

Lego kits including Harry Potter, Minecraft,
Creator, Lego Movie and others (some opened),
Lego magazines, keyrings, mini Lego sets and
block tape

*3796

Selection of handbags, purses, wallets, etc

*3797

Large selection of mixed ladies and men's
underwear

*3798

Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's clothing

*3799

Large selection of Zara clothing in various styles
all with security tags attached

*3800

Selection of Zara clothing to include jacket, dress,
tops, etc

*3801

Selection of Shein clothing to include bikinis,
dresses, trousers, etc

*3802

Selection of denim wear to include Ragged Jeans,
Zara, Pull & Bear, etc

*3803

Selection of The North Face Clothing to include
shorts and t-shirt sizes medium and large

*3804

Large selection of sportswear to include Adidas,
Nike, Reebok, etc

Revell battleship & military plane model kits, Metal *3805
construction spitfire, military model figure kit etc
*3806
The Alien & Predator Prometheus Engineer figure,
Aliens Rhino Alien figure, Only Fools & Horses
*3807
bobble buddies figures, Vault Boy & other
*3808
collectable figures

Selection of mixed ladies and men's underwear

*3773

Hex-bug, Scalextric Pacer System, Slime kit,
Upwords, Dino Lab, Memory game, Hot Wheel
cars etc

*3774

6 Pop! vinyl collectable figures including Eleventh
Doctor, Jiminy Cricket, Blue Fairy, Sirius Black
etc and 2 Marvel Mighty Muggs Spider-man &
Spider-Gwen

*3775

Sideshow Collectibles Lords of the Sith Asajj
Ventress Dark Side Disciple 1:6 scale figure

*3776

Warhammer Battleforce Tzeetch Arcanites
Changecult, Deathwatch Veterans & Primaris
Aggressors model kits together with Warhammer
& Warlord model figures

*3777
*3778

*3779

*3780

ReAction The Invisible Man figure, Marvel, Star
Wars, Wrestle Mania figures including Boba Fett,
Han Solo, Batman, Sasha Banks etc
The Aviation Archive, Hornby and other collectable
military planes, Railway Van, Ferrari racing car,
Star Trek ship etc

H & Moschino ladies chain leopard print bikini top
size 6
Polo Ralph Lauren men's hoodie in navy size XL
Lacoste men's jacket in navy size 3XL

3809

spare

3810

spare

*3821
3822

Veja Campo Chromefree white khaki womens
trainers size 6
Dr Martens safety boots size 7 (used)
4 pairs of boxed childrens shoes to include Nike
and Skechers (see photos for sizes)

*3782

Hornby Trains Engine, No. 1 Cattle Truck, Wagon 3823
and Flat Truck and Britain's Toy Soldiers Mounted
Lifeguard etc
*3824
Selection of collectable Corgi vehicles

*3783

Large bag of novelty toys

*3825

*3784

Williams W14B Renault racing car kit (af),
SupaStox r/c model car (no remote) and R/C
racing car (af)

Bag of assorted loose used shoes and footwear
accessories (approx 9 pairs)

*3826

Malibu Zuma Slide Vegan Leather sandals size 8

*3827

3 pairs of boxed shoes to include 2 pairs of Pavers
(sizes 5, 6 and 8)

*3781

3785

Spare

*3786

Pallet containing mixed ladies and men's clothing

*3787

Selection of denim wear to include Motel, White
Stuff, Pull & Bear, etc

*3788

Selection of Salt Rock clothing to include hoodies
and t-shirts

*3789
*3790
*3791

3828

Bag of loose assorted shoes to include Skechers
and Clarks (7 pairs)

5 boxed pairs and a loose pair of childrens
trainers, brands to include Nike and Skechers
(one showing signs of use - see photos)

*3829

Puma Future Rider Play On trainers size 3.5

*3830

Adidas Yeezy Boost 350 V2 Tail Light size 6

Selection of sportswear to include Nike, Adidas,
Zoggz, etc

*3831

Nike Vapor 13 Elite FG football boots size 6

*3832

Brooks Ariel '20 womens trainers size 6

Selection of Jager clothing to include trousers,
jackets, skirts, etc

*3833

Brooks Ghost 13 womens trainers size 7

*3834
Radley London small pocket front bag in ivory with
*3835
dust bag

Naked Wolfe white leather track sneakers size 6
Puma RS-X3 Super trainers size 9

*3792

Horseware Ireland 3 in 1 super tech jacket in fig
size XXL

*3836

Ecco Zipflex trainers size 9-9.5

*3837

Killstar Keiko Kitty High Tops size 7

*3793

Hugo Boss x Meissen embroidered sweatshirt in
black size XXL

*3838

Premiata Lucy trainers size EU 43

*3794

Hugo Boss jardem down jacket in navy size Large

*3839

Adidas adizero F50 TRX FG SYN football shoes
size 10
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*3840

Adidas adizero F50 TRX FG SYN football shoes
size 10

*3841

Ecco chunky womens sneakers size 5-5.5

*3842

Adidas X Ghosted+ FG PF trainers size 9.5

*3843

Timberland waterproof boots size 8.5

*3844

Ecco Multi-Vent trainers size 9-9.5

*3845

Ecco Melbourne leather shoes size 8-8.5

*3846

Nike React Element 55 trainers size 9 (used)

*3847

Nike Air Jordan 1 Mid Hyper Royal size 8 (used)

*3848

Nike React Element 55 trainers size 9.5 (used)

items to include Flash speedmop, radiator
brushes, vacuum cleaner parts, etc
*3880

3014 Bag containing ladies clothing to include
jeans by Levi and Replay, fleecy tops, faux fur
jacket, etc

*3881

3023 Bag of ladies clothing to include jeans,
leggings, fleecy tops, etc

*3882

3010 Bag containing approx 20 twin pack sets of
babies sleepwear decorated with sheep, rainbows,
sports equipment, etc

3849

spare

3883

spare

3850

spare

3884

spare

3851

24 black oud 100ml perfume sprays

3885

spare

3852

24 Jass gold 100ml perfume spray

3886

spare

3853

24 Amber and Orchid 100ml natural sprays

3887

spare

3854

Tray of 10 a League of their own pop vinyl figures

3888

spare

3855

Tray of mixed toiletries, cosmetics, etc

3889

spare

3856

Large box of mixed toiletries

3890

spare

3857

LED facial mask in box plus 1 unboxed

3858

Tray of mixed medical ware

*3901

Large selection of drawstring bags in various
designs

*3902

Stefano Ricci men's two piece track suit in black
size Medium

*3903

Stefano Ricci men's two piece track suit in black
size Large

*3904

Stefano Ricci men's two piece track suit in black
size XLarge

*3905

Stefano Ricci men's two piece track suit in black
size XXL

*3906

Stefano Ricci men's two piece track suit in black
size 3XL

*3859

Box of Clarins Paris body milk

*3860

Box of mixed creams

*3861

2 boxes of hand sanitiser, etc

*3862

3 boxes of damp absorber

*3863

Shelf containing 6 Star Wars collectable figures

*3864

Shelf containing 6 Star Wars collectable figures

*3865

Shelf containing 6 Star Wars collectable figures

*3866

Shelf containing 6 Star Wars collectable figures

*3867

Lot containing 5 silk ladies blouses

*3907

*3868

3572 Hobbs London pimlico mini bag in zebra
design

Ladies long length floral embellished evening gown
/ dress in pastel dress size 38

*3908

Chrome Hearts men's black denim jeans size 34

*3869

3034 Queen Size plush throw in light brown

*3909

*3870

3676 Zara Z1B tall boots size EU 40

Soulcal & Co California ladies zip bubble jacket in
navy size 6

*3871

3555 Live Fast Die Young sweat jogger in heather
grey and knit cardigan in green both size Large

*3910

Ladies long sleeve embroidered wedding dress in
ivory with veil size 12

*3872

3619 VivoBarefoot Primus Lite III size EU 45
(used)

*3911

Carlota Barrera long length button up jacket in
black size medium

*3873

3715 Selection of bathroom items to include stick
on tiles, shower basket, soap dispenser, etc

*3912

Pepe Jeans London lucas belt in black size 100
with dust bag

*3874

3653 Boden ladies ankle boots size EU 37

*3913

Celtic & Co. ladies leather parka jacket in navy
size 10 with garment bag

*3875

3008 Approx 20 pairs of ladies trousers by Verie
Radley and DKNY, sizes range from S to XL,
Verie Radley in black and DKNY in checked grey

*3914

Adult's multi colour donkey onesie all in one suit
one size

*3876

3049 Bag containing 2 throws, 1 in grey with
geometric pattern and 1 in cream and blue

*3915

Isabel Marant ladies all in ones long jumpsuit in
pink size 38FR

*3916

Elisabeth Franchi ladies body con dress in black
size 40

*3917

Joules ladies cassington jacket in golden size 16

*3918

Polar Skate Co. men's logo t-shirt in white size
medium

3877

spare

*3878

3038 Bag containing 11 Lucky Brand gents shirts
in blue check, sizes predominately large

*3879

3716 Selection of kitchen & bathroom cleaning
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*3919

101 Idees ladies floral lace dresses in off white
sizes S/M and L/XL

Vuitton Nike keychain, Lilliput Lane Robin's
cottage, Guatemalan worry dolls etc.

*3920

Nazzaro ladies embroidered sleeve design jacket
in black size medium

*3921

The Children's Place chick dress up outfit age 612 months together with kitten dress up age 18-24
months

*3922

Tokyo Neighborhood men's black t-shirt size Large

*3923

Mabrun Original shearling ladies leather jacket in
red size 38

*3924

Stussy men's black sweater and white t-shirt size
medium

*3925

Juicy Couture handbag in taupe

*3926

Killstar McGoth Un Happy Meal handbag in black

*3927

Pampeno mens belt in blue size 90

*3928

DKNY super king duvet cover in abstract pattern

*3929

Helly Hansen ladies multi colour rain jacket size
Large

*3930

The House of Drew ladies purple logo hoodie size
XL

*3931

*3947

Selection of fishing items, lures, hooks etc

*3948

Various health, safety and fitness related items
including darts, golf balls, thermometer, alarms,
limb supports etc

4001

Fiat 500 Pop in white, registration plate KY10
BFJ, first registered 31.07.2010, 3 door
hatchback, 1242cc, petrol, V5 present with
receipts and old MOT's, HPI clear, two keys, MOT
until 11.10.2021, approx mileage 121,869, 3
former keepers.
NOTE cat (N) insurance loss 27.01.2021

4002

Vauxhall Meriva Exclusiv Turbo 138 in grey,
registration plate DU12 WXP, first registered
16.03.2012, 5 door, 1364cc, petrol, V5 present
with owners manual and other paperwork, two
keys, MOT until 16.03.2022, approx mileage
105,708, 2 former keepers.

JACK1T ladies panel long down jacket in navy
size Medium

4003

spare

4004

spare

*3932

Adidas NBA New York Knicks shorts in blue and
orange (Medium)

4005

spare

*3933

Lacoste blue and whte zip up top (size 4/M (US) )

4006

spare

*3934

Two Palace sweatshirts (Different Strokes, size
Medium; black sweatshirt, size Large) and a green
and black Palace hoodie (size large)

4007

spare

4008

spare

4009

spare

*3935

Two Ralph Lauren shirts in blue/white and
green/white, sizes L and 16

4010

spare

*3936

Bag containing 21 pairs of Dirtpaw Fox motocross
gloves (various sizes)

4021

4023 - Black Amaco Classic ladies bike

4022

Small childs red Ridgeback bike with stabilisers

*3937

Selection of light bulbs, various sizes and wattage

4023

Emelle red ladies bike

*3938

Selection of scented candles, wax, soaps,
incense sticks etc

4024

2 wheel bike trailer

4025

2 wheel bike trailer

4026

2 wheel boxed bike trailer

*3939

Selection of knitting and fabric items, including
knitting needles, fabric, buttons etc

*3940

Selection of art and craft items including pencils,
stencils, tape, rulers, diamante beads etc

*3941

*3942

*3943

*4027

Petrol powered mini KXD flatpack childs motorbike

*4028

Boxed electric scooter

*4029
Selection of garden items including plant feed,
pest controller, "Chucky" plant pot, pegs and hose *4030
attachments etc
4031
Selection of cleaning products including green
4032
soap, washing up liquid, hoover fragrance tablets,
4033
leather and silverware cleaning products etc
Selection of kitchen items including cups,
glasses, plates,chopsticks, cookie cutters,
spaghetti server etc

Reed electric scooter (no charger)
Crane electric scooter
Purple and white Universal girls mountain bike
Silver and red Apollo suspension mountain bike
Viro green electric scooter with charger

4034

Hawk Woodland black gents bike

4035

Silver BMX

4036

Carrera grey gents mountain bike

4037

Black and orange Apollo Slammer gents mountain
bike

*3944

Selection of various items, including decorative
jars and bowls, bell, glass cockerel, china foxes
(one missing foot on smaller fox), shells, dog
collar etc

4038

4041 - 2 bike wheels

*3945

Bag containing selection of face masks

4039

4043 - Zute green scooter

*3946

Selection of items including Groot figure and
keyring, ceramic swan, WC Fields figure, Louis

4040

Silver Reflex gents bike
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4041

Pink Universal Fusion girls mountain bike

4042

Green Raleigh childs bike

*4083

Igloo coolbox

4043

Blue Coyote childs bike

*4084

Boxed metal peacock

4044

Silver, red and grey Carrera Vulcan gents
mountain bike

*4085

2 grey garden loungers with cushions

4045

Pink and purple ladies bike

*4086

DeWalt 18v XR battery powered strimmer (no
battery, no charger)

4046

Gary Fisher childs bike

*4087

4047

Grey Raleigh ladies bike

DeWalt 18v XR battery powered strimmer (no
battery, no charger)

4048

Raleigh orange and silver mountain bike

*4088

Foldup garden lounger

*4089

Fiskers lopper and telescopic pole

*4090

Wind up garden parasol

*4091

Large box of bird food

*4092

Large box of bird food

*4093

15 solar powered lights

*4094

Bag of lawn feed, patch repair and bird feeder

*4049

Boxed Zinc electric scooter

*4050

Boxed electric scooter

*4051

Curve unboxed electric scooter

*4052

Box containing a metal flatpack garden planter

4082

Boxed Garden Tech petrol powered chainsaw

4053

Quarter underbay containing envelopes, heater, 3
lights, vacuum cleaner, DVD player, etc

4054

Quarter underbay containing wallpaper stripper,
axle stands, log stand and some tool belts

4055

2 factory style lights

*4096

Aquanet and some fish food

Foldup dog cage

*4097

7 solar post lights and quantity of rock lights

Coal scuttle and 2 pieces of wire cage

*4098

Box of Rapid flower hardener

*4056
4057

4095

Box containing small concrete garden ornaments
and 3 wall plaques

*4058

Small piece of block worktop, metal frame and a
stand with board on top

4099

Water butt pump, lopper and small pair of edging
shears

*4059

Artificial panelling and an artificial lily

4100

Approx 12kg bag of bird seed

*4060

Bag of grass seed, light, tin of decking oil and
some brackets

4101

Approx 12kg bag of bird seed

4102

Approx 12kg bag of bird seed

*4061

Large bay of assorted tools including hoes,
shovels, forks, pickaxes, rakes, hosepipe,
hosereel and a bucket

4103

Approx 12kg bag of bird seed

4104

Approx 12kg bag of bird seed

4105

Titan long reach electric hedge cutter

4062

McCulloch petrol powered hedgecutter

4063

McCulloch orange petrol powered hedge cutter

*4106

Wind catcher

4064

Ryobi petrol powered strimmer

*4107

Quantity of rubber pots

4065

Gardenline green petrol powered strimmer

4108

5 boxes of banding

4066

Red Robin petrol powered strimmer

4109

4067

Titan electric strimmer

Large under bay of assorted tools inc. post hole
digger, wash brush, crow bars, spade, shovels etc

4068

DeWalt 18v battery powered hedgecutter with 1
batter (no charger)

4069

Small Black & Decker electric hedgecutter

4070

4080 - Flymo leaf blower

4071

Hitachi petrol powered leaf blower

*4072

Stihl BG85 petrol powered leaf blower

4073

Measuring reel

4074

Backpack sprayer

4075

Titan electric chainsaw

4076

Partner R14T petrol powered chainsaw

4077

BMC orange petrol powered chainsaw

*4078
4079
*4080
4081

Husqvarna petrol powered chainsaw
AMA BG45.18 orange petrol powered chainsaw
Makita boxed electric chainsaw

*4110
4111
*4112
4113

Boxed garden rocker
2 small charcoal BBQ's boxed
Purple Raleigh chopper frame, seat, handle bars,
wheels and box of other spares

*4114

1 boxed and 1 unboxed balance board

*4115

2 stacks of click together tiling

*4116

5 tubs containing weed killer, anti-freeze and
Weedol

*4117

2 boxes of self watering globe and a bird feeder

4118

Small plastic fish tank

*4119

Boxed flat pack charcoal oil drum BBQ

*4120

Boxed flat pack charcoal oil drum BBQ

*4121

Boxed flat pack American smoker charcoal BBQ

4122

2 small Black & Decker electric hedgecutters
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Folding hamster cage

*4123

Boxed Keter Go Bar

*4124

Boxed Keter Bevvy bar

*4125

Rattan garden swing

*4169

*4126

2 mesh style tub chairs and small glass topped
coffee table

Black and grey golf bag with quantity of V-tech
clubs and golf trolley

*4170

Folding camping bed

*4127

3 rattan mesh chairs

*4171

2 boxes of golf balls

*4128

2 folding garden loungers

4172

Vintage golf bag and clubs

4129

Brown wooden bird house

4173

Blue and black Wilson golf bag with quantity of
clubs inc. Calloway, Big Bertha and Hippo

4174

Black golf bag containing quantity of Titleist golf
clubs and Calloway clubs

4175

Blue and black Ben Sawyer golf bag with quantity
of Ben Sawyer clubs

*4130

Large round firepit table with 6 high chairs

*4131

Box containing quantity of chrome bars

*4132

4163 Greyhound/lurcher galvanized cage

4133

*4167
4168

2 prism shaped grey garden obelisks

Tommy Bahama beach chair
4216 3 wheel easyglide golf trolley

*4134

Wooden garden bench

4176

Bundle of Proline golf clubs and some golf balls

*4135

Fire bowl

4177

Quantity of horse blankets

4136

Keter storage box

4178

Box containing a tent

4137

Large wooden play centre with see-saw and slide

*4138

*4179

2 bags of slate

4180

Core Equipment boxed tent
Boxed gazebo

4139

Quantity of plastic pots and drainage items

*4181

2 sleeping pads and 1 camping chairs

4140

3 rolls of insulation

*4182

Camp Chef Explorer gas hob

4141

Pallet of galvanized flat pack racking

4183

Bag of ice grippers

4142

Wooden crate containing fold up work bench,
electrical switches and large tap tools

4184

Inflatable mattress and pump

4143

Pallet of assorted wood

4144

Pallet of wooden posts and wooden boards

4145

4182 Metal farm style gate

4146

2 large wooden garage doors

*4147

Quantity of plastic pipe and guttering

4148

Large quantity of lintels

4149

2 bundles of short lengths of timber

4150

4187 2 large metal gates

4151

Child's flat pack play centre inc. slide and swing

4152
4153
4154
4155
4156
4157
4158
4159
4160
4161
4162
4163
4164
*4165
4166

*4185

Bagged tent, chaffing fuel and a chair

*4186

Bagged bouncy castle

*4187

Flat pack hammock

*4188

3m x 3m pop up gazebo (frame only/damaged)

4189
*4190

Roofbox and roof bars
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Pop up tent

4191

2 white step ladders

4192

4 plastic folding tables

4193

Triple aluminium extension ladder

4194
6 sheets of 75mm PIR insulation board, each 2400
4195
x 1200
4196
4376 Small metal car trailer
4197
2 large square concrete pots
*4198
Wisteria plant
*4199
Wisteria plant
4200
Square concrete pot
4201
Round concrete pot on stand
4202
Otter bird bath
4203
2 concrete cricketers
*4204
Concrete log style stand and girl sitting on post
*4205
2 concrete troughs
*4206
Box of assorted cactus
4207
Fairy statue with pot on top
Small charcoal BBQ

Boxed gazebo frame

3 pairs of white French doors
Small pop up scaffold tower
6 white panelled internal doors
5 white panelled internal doors
Quantity of patio heater parts
Boxed parasol
Wooden black front door with glass
spare
spare
4237 4 pieces of insulated trim
Flatpack table (boxed)
Royal Imperial fold up massage bed
2 grey round plastic tables
Sovereign red petrol powered rotary mower with
grass box

4208

Petrol powered cylinder mower with grass box

4209

Battery powered mower with 1 battery and charger

plus a strimmer

and cushions

*4210

Mountfield red petrol powered rotary mower with
grass box

*4247

Large wooden Swingroo swing seat with cushions,
canopy cover (no canopy)

*4211

4242 Flymo electric mower

*4248

Bestway boxed pool

*4212

4246 Sovereign electric garden shredder

*4249

Large plastic animal crate

4213

Bosch Rotek electric garden mower

4250

*4214

4247 Red petrol powered rotary mower no grass
box

4215

Red Mountfield petrol powered rotary mower with
grass box

4216

Mountfield red petrol powered rotary mower no
grass box

4217

Viking green petrol powered rotary mower with
grass box

4218

Small McGregor battery powered strimmer (no
battery/no charger) and Spear & Jackson lawn
rake

4219

Honda Izzy petrol powered rotary mower no grass *4258
box
*4259
Flymo petrol powered rotary mower with grass box
4260
Red Mountfield petrol powered rotary mower with
4261
grass box
4262
Snapper red petrol powered rotary mower with
4263
grass box

4220
4221
4222

Aluminium pop up step

*4251

Burlington boxed toilet (pan only)

*4252

4 boxes and quantity of bags of various items inc.
flashing lights, cable, post box, gutter fittings,
plumbing items, taps etc

4253

3 stained glass windows

4254

3 boxes of jiffy bags

4255

Box of switch plates and box of cable

*4256

Quantity of boards and shower fitting parts

*4257

Boxed Clarke electric fan heater and an unboxed
fan heater
Slimline heater
Box of flat pack boxes
Large wooden first aid box
4358 Large roll of bubble wrap
Large roll of bubble wrap
Thin roll of bubble wrap

4223

Green Qualcast rotary mower with grass box

4264

4224

Red petrol powered industrial style strimmer with
extra cable

Pallet of assorted items inc. printers, headphones,
phones, mice etc

4265

Pallet of shredders

4225

Quantity of tomato plants, courgette plants and
pepper plants

4266

Pallet of printers and laminators

4267

Exhibition stand

4226

Tray of Moneymaker tomato plants

4268

4 chrome barriers

4227

Tray of Moneymaker tomato plants

*4269

Blue plastic chair

4228

Tray of Moneymaker tomato plants

*4270

Grey mesh swivel armchair

4229

Tray of trailing geraniums

*4271

White and turquoise 3 drawer filing cabinet

4230

3 Penstemon's

*4272

Boxed Sentry safe

4231

2 Penstemon's

*4273

Rolls of paper and 2 display stands

4232

2 Penstemons

*4274

Boxed flatpack mesh chair (parts only)

4233

3 lupin's

4275

Box of chair parts

4234

2 lupin's

4276

4235

3 small trays of Dianthus

4236

3 small trays of Dianthus

Large pallet containing vintage irons, scales,
cutting discs, nuts, bolts, spanners, grease guns,
saws and various other tools

4237

3 small trays of flowering plants

4277

Blue cloth swivel armchair

4238

3 small trays of flowering plants

4278

Black chrome base bar stool

4239

3 small trays of Mimulus

4279

Black cloth mesh backed swivel armchair

4240

3 small trays of Mimulus

4241

Large tray of trailing Verbena

4242

4 potted Aquilegia and 2 Sylphide plants

*4243
4244

*4280

Black cloth plastic back swivel armchair

*4281

Black mesh swivel armchair

*4282

Boxed grey and white file cabinet

Boxed kettle BBQ
Flat pack table

*4245

Fiamma bagged canopy

*4246

Large Swingroo wooden swing seat with canopy
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4283

4328 Black swivel chair (missing parts)

4284

Black cloth mesh backed swivel armchair

4285

Black cloth grey mesh backed swivel armchair

4286

Black cloth swivel armchair

4287

Black high backed swivel armchair

4288

Black cloth mesh backed swivel armchair

4289

Grey cloth swivel chair

4290

Black high backed swivel armchair

4291

Black cloth mesh backed swivel armchair

4292

4349 Black high backed executive style swivel
armchair with cream piping

4293

4321 Blue cloth swivel armchair

*4294

*4330

Pallet containing artificial grass, cardboard boxes,
floor adhesive, chairs stands, shower seats etc

*4331

Pallet containing hand sanitizer, cardboard boxes,
trays, wallpaper adhesive, bars, cables, belts, etc

*4332

Pallet containing car parts inc. Ranger grill,
Nissan Navara grill and other parts and panels

4333

Green plastic box containing small quantity of
hand tools inc. saws, surforms, cutters,
screwdrivers etc together with cardboard box of
assorted meters

4334

spare

4335

Gear box stand

4336

4473 2 metal jerry cans

4 Royal paper shredders

4295

4330 Black cloth swivel armchair

4296

4324 Grey cloth swivel armchair

4297

4334 Black swivel chair with cloth back

4298

4332 Black cloth mesh back swivel armchair

4299

4331 Black cloth swivel armchair

4300

4344 Black swivel chair

4301

Tower fan

*4337

Box of elbow pads

4338

JCB fold up work stand

4339

Litit auto punch craft machine guillotine with paper
and MDF moulding's

4340

Small Hill's guillotine

*4302

2 folding metal chairs and 2 Lifetime folding tables *4341

Folding wheelchair

*4303

Boxed Airlift glass topped table

*4304

Draper blue trolley jack

Pallet containing wooden panels, plastic sheeting,
nets, trailing lighting board, vinyl etc

*4305

Boxed Arcan trolley jack

4343

4 wheel fold up handled trolley

*4306

Boxed Arcan trolley jack

4344

4461 2 water cooler

*4307

Unboxed Arcan trolley jack

*4308

Unboxed Arcan trolley jack

*4309

Unboxed Arcan trolley jack

*4310

Unboxed Arcan trolley jack

*4311

*4342

*4345

Box containing screws, metal poles, TRV's,
plumbing fittings, brass threads etc

*4346

Dewalt 110v jigsaw

4347

Bosch battery powered hedge cutter, 1 battery no
charger

Bosch boxed Advanced Aquattack 140 electric
pressure washer with patio cleaning head

4348

Red vintage ammo box containing small quantity
of spanners

*4312

Mini pack petrol powered wacker plate

4349

*4313

Honda petrol powered pump

Wooden box containing heater, toolset, light, pins
etc

*4314

Clarke instant garage boxed

4350

SIP weldmate T90P welder

*4315

Clarke petrol powered pressure washer

4351

Bosch SDS Plus 110v drill

4375 Large Ransomes triple motor ride on
lawnmower

4352

Rotozip rotary tool

4353

1/2 underbay containing tools inc. spirit level,
screwdrivers, work bench, screw boxes and oil
filled radiator

4354

4476 Plastic box containing mortar guns,
extension hose and some drainage fittings

4355

3 boxes containing lights, wheels, machine parts,
springs etc

4356

3 bags containing various fittings, draught
excluder, cable, etc

4357

Large quantity of assorted tools inc. sander, angle
grinder, paint stripper, impact drive, biscuit cutter
etc

4316
4317

Record Power RPMS-R router table with router

4318

Electric garden shredder

4319

Electric orange cement mixer

*4320

Unboxed safe

4321

Pair of Weylex scales

4322

2 bags of Science Selective adult rabbit food

*4323
4324
*4325

Boxed kitchen rack
2 car mats
Box containing 4 Oregon saw horses

4326

3 wooden posts

4358

Woody HM160 electric planer

4327

Black folding wheelchair

4359

8 packs of assorted beige tiles

4328

Blue folding wheelchair

4360

Clarke woodworking saw guide

Pallet containing assorted items inc. cable, water
butt lid, extension poles, electronic equipment,
parasol stands etc

4361

110v transformer

4362

9 1/2" angle grinder

*4329
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4363

4489 Paslode empty nail gun box

4364

4493 2 Halfords power banks

4406

*4365

Box of assorted wiper blades

*4407

4366

Plastic crate containing quantity of tools inc. drills,
hand saws, spanners, screwdrivers etc

4367

2 boxes of plumbing items inc. wastes, drainers,
pipe etc

*4368

*4405

2 fire extinguishers

4369

4498 Pipe vice stand

4370

Bosch 24v battery drill with 1 battery and charger

4371

JCB SDS drill

4372

24v battery drill with 2 batteries and charger

4373

Belt and disc sander

*4374

Makita 110v screw gun

*4375

Makita 110v reciprocating saw

*4376

Box containing assorted hinges

*4377

2 boxes of grip fill

*4378

Set of 13" wheel trims

Box of plastic shelving
Quantity of Luceco assorted wall lights
Small block cutter

4408

Plastic crate containing 3 wooden planes

4409

Quantity of Dewalt screw boxes

4410

Fishing umbrella

4411

5 Land Rover wheels and tyres

4412

2 large tyres

*4413

Flat Form truck

*4414

2 building profiles

*4415

Dewalt saw guide

4416

2 large sash clamps

4417

4557 1/2 under bay of assorted wheels

*4418

Box of bottle traps

4419

Bag of coloured light bulbs

4420

Box of assorted extension cables and box of
switches

4421

Box of various tools inc. mini trimmer, boulsters,
saws and various other tools

4379

4517 4 boxes of shower hoses and shower heads

4380

Power Direct circular saw

4422

2 boxes containing filters and mitre saw

4381

110v Hitachi 9 1/2" angle grinder

4423

4382

Bosch 24v SDS hammer drill with 2 battery and
charger

Dewalt multi tool with battery, charger and
accessories

4424

Dewalt laser level with battery and charger

Bag sealer

4425

Dewalt nail gun with 1 battery

4521 Large torque wrench

4426

Dewalt SDS drill with battery no charger

Clarke SDS hammer drill

4427

Dewalt drill and Dewalt impact drive with 2
batteries no charger

4428

18v angle grinder with 1 battery no charger

4429

6 assorted Dewalt 18v drill batteries

4430

Dewalt 12v battery drill with 3 batteries and 1
charger

*4383
4384
*4385
4386
*4387

Large pair of bolt croppers
Extension cable

4388

Red toolbox containing quantity of assorted tools
inc. stihlsons, screwdrivers, chuck keys, drill bits,
2 small file boxes and a vice

4389

Erbauer 3 1/2" angle grinder

4390

2 halogen lights

4391

Kobe battery drill with 2 batteries and charger

4392

McKellar battery drill with 1 battery and charger

4393

Champion electric router

4394

Evolution sliding mitre saw 110v

4395

110v Evolution sliding mitre saw

4396

Box containing wooden clamps and various other
tools

*4431
4432

Milwaukee M12GG0 cordless grease gun with no
batteries and 1 charger
3 Noco battery chargers

*4433

Hilti HDE500-A22 battery powered mortar gun

*4434

Festool apron

*4435

Large quantity of assorted batteries

4436

4 assorted screw boxes

*4437

Cube bike frame and forks

*4438

Small drillbit and screwdriver bit set

*4397

4 assorted mats

*4439

Quantity of small saw blades

*4398

Heat press machine

*4440

Dewalt impact drive, hollow chisels and a router bit
set

*4441

Clarke socket set

4399

4532 110v transformer

4400

Yellow heavy duty breaker

4401

Dyson airblade handdryer

4402

4 boxes of assorted car parts

*4403
4404

Stanley yellow and black toolbox
Box of red metal fittings
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Dewalt socket and bit set and Erbauer sander

*4443

2 boxes of heatmiser neo hubs

*4444

Quantity of assorted lighters

*4445

3 Smith & Locke digital safes
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*4446

2 x 50m heavy duty style tape measures

4487

McCallister battery powered circular saw with 2
batteries and charger

*4447

2 x 50m heavy duty style tape measures

*4448

2 x 50m heavy duty style tape measures

*4488

Box containing welding wire, small charger, drill
bits, riveter, jigsaw etc

*4449

2 x 50m heavy duty style tape measures

*4450

2 x 50m heavy duty style tape measures

*4489

Box containing pump, security light and 2 drain
rod kits

*4451

2 boxed and 1 unboxed tyre inflators

*4490

Clarke sanding roller

*4452

1 boxed and 1 unboxed solar motion lights

*4491

2 small vacuum cleaners

*4453

Bag of grease guns

*4492

Electric motor

*4454

Pair of Shoreline 5.0 wellingtons size 12

*4493

Clarke battery drill (no battery/no charger) and a
torque wrench

*4494

Pipe threading kit and small yellow work stand

*4495

Clarke hot air gun and Clarke mini saw

*4496

Plastic container of assorted locks

4455
*4456

Svea paraffin heater
Dewalt site radio

4457

2 BBQ thermometers

4458

2 sets of 3 wheeled castors

4459

Battery powered portable shower

*4460

2 lamps on stands

*4461

2 OMP bucket seats

*4462

4618 100m industrial style tape measure

*4463

4690 100m industrial style tape measure

*4464

4621 100m industrial style tape measure

*4465

4622 100m industrial style tape measure

*4466

4623 100m industrial style tape measure

*4467

Underbay of car related items inc, car shampoo,
wash brushes, gloves, wiper blades etc

4468
*4469
4470

4497

Site battery drill with 2 batteries and 1 charger

4498

Green jerry can and Sealey 12v rechargeable
jumpstart kit plus 2 Land Rover Discovery mirrors

4499

3 boxes of assorted car parts

*4500

pressure washer parts

*4501

Newton sink mixer tap and pair of bath taps

4502

4652 6 electric motors

*4503

2 air compressors

*4504

Box of duct tape

*4505

Box of duct tape

Sprayer
4599 Boxed PSX jumpstart kit

4506

AEG battery drill and small site radio with 2
batteries and charger

4507

18v Dewalt battery drill with 2 batteries and
charger

4508

Box of misc. tools inc. planes, snake driver,
socket set, spanners etc

PSX jumpstart kit

*4509

Box of paint brushes

*4471

Tom Cat scanner and Gurney scanner

*4510

Box of paint brushes

*4472

Submersible pump

*4473

2 pairs of Dewalt work trousers size 34 waist

*4474

Rolec EP wall pod charging system

4513

Salt bricks

4475

Box containing mitre saw, jig, spanners, pliers,
saw blades etc

4514

3 bags of car parts

4476

2 tins of Ronseal garage floor paint

4515

large Alfa Romeo car badge

4477

Dewalt DW073 laser level

4516

Medium size Alfa Romeo car badge

4478

Bag of approx 50 paint brushes

4517

Medium size Alfa Romeo car badge

4479

Bag of approx 50 paint brushes

4480

Box of approx 48 paint brushes

*4481

Box containing replacement stove rope

*4482

1/2 underbay containing red fuel cans, towel
holder, click together matting, gazebo side,
variouschemicals

4483

4 reels of edging strips

4484

3 boxes of linbins

4485

Small yellow vacuum and Moby steamer

*4486

Clarke 18v cordless nailer
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4511
*4512

Exhaust box of Fiat 500 and Ford KA
7 packs of Urban Grey Oak laminate flooring

*4518

2 Toolmaster sack trucks

*4519

Folding Keter work bench

*4520

4673 Box of Springbar assortments for watches

*4521

Box of ceiling panels

*4522

Approx 7 packs of assorted Golden Select flooring

4523

4 boxes containing hinges, locks, handles,
brackets, fixings etc

*4524

2 boxes of multi purpose maintenance spray

*4525

Box of line marking spray

*4526

Box of cross country butane gas and Depoxy
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resin

4568

Nikkiai power inverter

*4527

Box of welding tip dip

4569

Quantity of jigsaw blades

*4528

5 boxes of stainless steel cleaner

*4570

4739 2 wall heaters

Box of tube blanks

*4571

3 large globe lights

*4530

2 boxes of Motul wash and wax spray

*4572

Midi tower fan

*4531

3 packs of Golden Select laminate flooring

*4573

Illuminated bathroom mirror

*4532

Bagged balance board

*4574

Illuminated bathroom mirror

*4533

3 boxes containing various chemicals

*4575

Mill boxed fan heater

*4534

Box of universal maintenance lubricant

*4576

Winix air purifier

*4535

2 boxes of custom filled paint

*4577

Winix air purifier

*4536

2 boxes of assorted chemicals inc.anti-splatter
spray, clippercide, heat resistant adhesive etc

*4537

Large box of Motorquip car parts

*4538

Suzuki blue and white motorbike fuel tank

*4539

2 reels of rubber edging strip

*4540

4529

4578

spare

4579

spare

4580

spare

*4601

Selection of spray paints in various colours and
spray lacquer

Large box of citrus cleaner

*4602

Quantity of Hammerite direct to rust metal paints

*4541

Rothenberg bag, welding torches, gas and a LAP
testing kit

*4603

*4542

Boxed petrol driven pressure washer

Car cleaning products including Upholstery
protector, Bug & Tar remover, Tyre foam, cockpit
shine, air freshener etc

*4543

Petrol powered BU-KO leaf blower

*4604

*4544

Loncin petrol powered engine

GT85, Silicone and other lubricants, Gorilla foam,
montage cleaner etc

*4545

Kipor red 1300TC generator

*4605

Selection of Spray adhesives, Super Glue
activator, Stop That Leak etc

*4546

3 packs of Golden Select laminate flooring

*4606

*4547

Boat fuel tank

*4548

Quantity of assorted gas bottles

Car mainteance products including Under body
seal, Diesel & Turbo cleaner, Air filter oil, window
tint, Emergency puncture repair etc

*4549

TSC screen

*4607

*4550

Large quantity of car steering wheels and air bags

Cosmos heavy duty waterproof car seat covers,
rubber car mats and set of red rim Fiat Panda car
mats

*4551

Husqvana 550XP petrol powered chainsaw unit (no *4608
blade and bar)

*4552

Stihl 084AV petrol powered chainsaw unit no
guard/bar or chain

*4553

Draper Expert petrol powered pump

*4554

Large box of animal spray marker

*4555

Anti-bacterial hand sanitizer, various spray paints,
cleaner etc plus bottle of balloon gas

*4556

Large box of de-icer

*4557

3 boxes containing Rothenberg gas bottle kits

4558

Boxed Delonghi oil filled radiator

4560

Dimplex boxed oil filled radiator

*4561

Woods boxed dehumidifier

*4562

Winix air purifier

*4563

Winix air purifier

4564

*4609

Car cleaning & maintenance products including
shampoo, polish, brake caliper paint, chair care
kit, Ally-clean, chrome cleaner, air fresheners, fuel
fit, de-icer etc

*4610

Spin skateboard helmet, C Original bike helmet,
pair of Shimano RD77 Size 44 bike trainers,
Easton Monkey bar, inner tubes, Kryptonite bike
lock etc

*4611

Spoke Shave, Ball Joint slitter, Circlip pliers,
Intelligent pulse repair charger, magnetic trays,
sockets, washers, tyre leavers and other tooling

*4612

Halfords Modular tray set, spanners, Drive deep
socket set etc

*4613

Motorbike & bicycle accessories including inner
tubes, Shimano cassette sprocket, saddle covers,
pannier bags, brake pads, lock, lights etc

*4614

Land Rover, Ford, BMW and other vehicles
badges and stickers

*4615

Car spare parts including dash board instrument
panel, wing mirrors, Calipers, mud flaps, spark
plugs, steering suspension etc

*4616

Large bag of car spare parts including system fuel
repair kit, brake pads, part dash board, leads etc

7 assorted boxes of items inc. castors, hard hats,
tool boxes, brushes, tools etc

*4559

Boxed dehumidifier

*4565

Small Delonghi oil filled radiator

*4566

3 large and 1 small oil filled radiators

*4567

3 boxed Hush toilet seats
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Road Angel Aura HD3, Sophe One +, Multi
function jump starter, 2 way speakers, rear view
mirror etc
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*4617

Car & bike accessories including brake pads, sill
covers, wireless car charger, oil filter, wheel locks
etc

*4618

Car & bike accessories including brake pads,
windscreen wipers, Aircon filter, wing mirrors etc

*4619

Car accessories including towing mirrors, high
tone horn, car charger, Fidelity car radio, bungee
straps, fixings etc

*4620

Motorbike and cycle parts including Ergolec
handle bars, gloves, inner tubes, air pump,
wheels, carbon post, tank casing etc

*4621

Car & bike accessories including speakers, dome
tweeter, phone holders & chargers, air
compressor, locks, nut head covers, washers etc

*4622

Furygan motorcycle jacket and matching trousers
Size M

*4623

Caulk acrylic, silicone, sealant, LB Weld, sanding
pads, wall plugs, various adhesive tapes, sanding
belt cleaning block, scrapers etc

*4624

Window alarms, Carbon monoxide alarm, light
switch, LED drivers, track central connectors etc

*4625

Plumbing accessories incluidng valves, shower
heads, flexible connector etc

*4626

Locks, padlocks, hinges, window brackets, door
stop etc

*4627

Screws, bolts, nuts, nail caps and fixings

*4628

Brackets, ground staples, gutter mesh, electric
fence fixings and various hardware

*4629

Wire wheel brushes, cutting discs, brad nails, flat
anvil, tape measure, drill bits, precision knife sets,
scrapers, leatherman and tooling

*4630

square etc
*4641

Large bag containing fixings, brackets, pully, steel
rods, pipe, chain, paint brushes and hardware

*4642

Electrical & plumbing accessories including
starters, travel adapter plugs, back boxes, shower
head, valves etc

*4643

Window & Door alarms, cabinet handles, door
handles & knobs, padlocks, hinges, locks etc

*4644

Screws, plasterboard fixings, wall plugs, metal
plates, wood filler, silicone, sealant etc

*4645

Filtered & High pressure shower heads, kitchen
tap, copper pipe, cut off valves etc

*4646

Security cameras, extension leads, smoke alarm,
wall switch & sockets, smart thermostat, adhesive
tapes etc

*4647

Hilti work light, Torch kit, Magnesium Hawk, drill
bits, Ratchet, offset chisel, F clamps etc

*4648

Vertical blinds, pressure washer patio cleaner
attachment, BB bullets, gas lift piston, vent cover,
brackets etc

Animal ear taggers, digital callipers, DeWalt
battery charger, keyless chuck, bit holder set,
decorators edge, torque ratchet and tooling

5001

Green shawl with embroidery edge

5002

Oak hall stand

5003

Edwardian music stand

5004

Cased carving set

5005

5006 Edwardian inlaid dressing tbale with oval
mirror

5006

5007 Small painted single drawer unit

5007

Green leather footstool on square supports

5008

5013 Pine painted dresser

5009

5017 Large print of an American tail light

5010

Framed and glazed print of Thomas the Tank
Engine and friends together with a David Norton
photograph of seashore

5011

5024 Rough framed mirror

5012

5027 1930's style dressing table with Chinese
carvings to doors

5013

Oval mirror

5014

Framed and glazed print of classical urns

*4631

Electric pruning saw, Garden trimmer, stitching
screws, metal wall plates and various fixings

*4632

Nose weight indicator gauge, DeWalt battery
charger, chisel, caulking gun, tension belts,
sanding pads and paddle mixers

*4633

Chain saw arm, mower blade, door stop, hay net,
dust mask, cord and sundry items

*4634

Assembly valve, pipe sleeves, shower heads,
Nightlatch, door handles, sealant, adhesive etc

5015

Large mirror with square painted decoration to side

5016

Large mirror with square painted decoration to side

*4635

25m extension cable, Relay moving coil, Wall
light, round pin sockets and electrical cable

5017

Brushed brass effect standard lamp uplighter

*4636

Impact Wrench, Electric crimping tool, level, tape
measure, brush heads, Yale keyless lock, hose
removal hook set etc

5018

Spare

5019

Small arch topped pebbel decorated mirror

5020

Framed and glazed Ltd. Ed. geometric print

*4637

4 boxes of Firmahold paper collated clipped head
framing nails

5021

Framed and glazed Thai print on fabric of a female
and children

*4638

Large selection of fixings, brackets, adhesive
tapes etc

5022

Framed and glazed watercolour of a shipwreck on
craggy shore

*4639

Internal & external tins of paint, wood stains,
adhesives, sealants etc

5023

1930's style mirror together with a framed and
glazed print of stylised flower

*4640

Selection of tooling including drill bits, levels,
chucks, tape measures, soldering torch,
screwdrivers, chainsaw chains, cable cutters,

5024

Pair of framed and glazed prints: train passing a
farmstead, and street scene
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5025

Small metal stick stand

5062

5141 Brushed steel uplighter

5026

Small painted metal coca cola advertising plaque

5063

Rubberwood kitchen table with 2 chairs

5027

Metal plaque entitled Midland Red West

5064

5028

5046 5 rush seated oak framed chairs (1 carver)

3 chromium based bar stools with faux leather
seats together with Victorian bedroom chair

5029

2 floral decorated jardinieres together with a blue
and grey decorated jardiniere

5065

spare

5066

Victorian/Edwardian corner chair

5030

5053 Steel trunk

5067

Collection of vintgae suitcases and hat box

5031

5062 White kitchen table with wood effect top and
white painted legs

5068

Rolled map of Kempston

5032

5063 Wood effect kitchen table with grey painted
legs

5033

Leather framed mirror

5034

Sign depicting person drinking wine

5035

Metal bound wooden trunk for restoration

5036

Tabletop display cabinet

5037

Nest of 3 tables in teak

5038

Model of a Chinese junk

5039

Corner wrought iron table with marble top together

5040

Small corner cupboard unit with glazed door

5041

5050 Modern set of 2 sidetables (1 with drawer
below)

5042

Bedroom chair with floral decoration

5043

Modern bureau with large cupboard under

5044

Oak topped kitchen table with 4 pine stick back
chairs

5045

5170 Yellow painted slat back chair

5046

Metal square plant stand together with a small
quantity of china, snake decorated stick and a
small standard lamp

5047

Cream painted coffee table with oak top and 2
drawers/shelf

5048

*5069

2 easy chairs with ribbon decoration

5070

Wind up gramophone in black case

5071

Pine bedroom cabinet

5072

5076 Nest of tables on turned supports

5073

Teak low sideboard

5074

Metal framed magazine rack

5075

1950's style corner shelf unit

5076

Wicker framed cheval mirror

*5077

Oak topped sidetable on grey painted supports

5078

2 pine cupboard units

5079

Small copper and brass hunting horn

5080

2 table lamps in grey

5081

Framed and glazed collage of guinea fowl and
chicks

5082

Large quantity of framed and glazed prints
together with empty frames, and mirrors

5083

5113 3 framed and glazed prints of military
gentlemen

5084

Cranberry coloured glass 1960's style bowl (chip
to base)

5085

Kids pencil coat/hat stand

5086

5116 Copper warming pan

Pine chest of drawers

5087

2 large wicker linen baskets

5049

Slate mantle clock with brass bust decoration

5088

Folio of various maps and prints

5050

Laura Ashley throw

5089

5118 Rolled film poster: Welcome to the Jungle

5051

Carpet runner with brown geometric pattern

5090

2 small artists easels

5052

Narrow oak display cabinet with shelves to centre

5091

5142 Cased sewing machine

5053

5074 Mahognay Sutherland table

5092

Quantity of vintage tennis rackets

5054

Box containing various framed and unframed prints 5093
depicting river scenes, flowers, interiors etc.
5094
Gilt framed mirror together with a Monet print and
5095
painting of a electric organ
5096
Wall clock
5097
Framed and glazed watercolour of an estuary by
5098
S.F.Shuck

5055
5056
5057
5058

Framed and glazed watercolour by S. Richards,
1904, of chickens and ducks in front of pond and
cottage

5059

3345 Box containing stickers, kids toys, party
bags etc.

5060

1970's glazed bookcase with cupboard to side

5061

2 modern style desk lamps
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5140 Box of light fittings
Cased sewing machine
Pintoy children's scooter/toy
5131 Leather effect reclining chair
Modern upholstered tripod stand
Pine topped painted wash stand

5099

Pine wall hanging

5100

Wall mounted philosopher's head and hand

5101

Low oak coffee table together with a reproduction
reed supported sidetable

5102

Spinning wheel

5103

Pair of wooden steps

5104

Collection of pewter spoons

5142

Pine corner TV unit

5105

Beech effect open bookcase

5143

Box containing various rolled up pictures

5106

Vintage barbours/office chair

5144

5107

Chromium standard lamp together with a pine and
wicker unit

2 framed modern prints with a quantity of flat
abstract and modern oils

5145

Stone topped pine based coffee table

5108

1970's teak low record cupboard

5146

5109

Small decorative wooden rocking horse

Oak framed leaded light bookcase with cupboard
under

5110

Cheval mirror

5147

Glazed pine bookcase

5148

2 bergere fronted cabinets each with 3 drawers

5149

Powered microscope by Nachet of France

5150

Open beech effect bookcase

*5111

Circular round table with a lazy Susan

5112

5198/5430 Corby trouser press with a suitcase
stand

5113

Barley twist standard lamp

5151

Victorian pine cupboard with glazed display over

5114

2 pine bedside cabinets

5152

5115

Nest of 3 tables

Framed and glazed watercolour of a beach scene
by Violet Neish

5116

5144 Small oak wall hanging together with a
footstool

5153

Framed and glazed watercolour by E. Lait of a
man fishing by river

5117

5148 Rustic pine coffee table with drawer under

5154

spare

5118

Cased canteen of cutlery

5155

5119

Framed and glazed print of Masterworks of Lewis
Comfort Tiffany

Large oriental style tapestry depicting storks by
lake with rivers and mountains

5156

5181 Extending dining table with 4 matching chairs

5120

Collection of framed and glazed prints depicting
river scenes, landscapes, street scenes, etc., and
a large map of Europe

5157

5197 Set of 6 ladderback chairs with rush seats

5158

Set of 6 mustard upholstered stick back chairs

5159

Tall pine cupboard unit

5121

William Youngs & Co. clock

5122

Framed and glazed print of dead partridge by
Matthew Hillier

5123

Oval gilt framed mirror

5124

5105 Framed and glazed watercolour of canal
scene

5125

Quantity of small prints depicting street scenes,
female playing a lute etc.

5126

2 metal framed shelf units

5127

Dome topped continental style white and gilt
double door wardrobe

5128

2 piano stools with a white painted stick back chair

5129

Georgian chest of drawers

5130

Quantity of books by Jules Verne, Manfield, etc.

5131

Victorian easy chair

5132

4 various mantle clocks

5133

Edwardian part carved chest of 2 over 2 drawers
with brass handles

5134

Small open bookcase

5135

Boxed binding and laminating system

5136

Pine effect kneehole desk with 3 drawers

5137

Metal floor standing candle holder with lantern top
and foliate decoration

5138

*5160

Collection of 4 modern style chairs (1 with legs
detached)

5161

Small barrel style stick stand

5162

Modern shoe cupboard

5163

White dressing table unit

5164

Framed and glazed fishing related item

5165

Corby trouser press with a Sponge & Co. knife
sharpener cleaner

5166

Victorian/Edwardian parlour sofa for restoration

5167

Oak coffee table

5168

Small metal work mannequin together with a wine
rack

5169

Small box of Toby jugs

5170

Small wooden and metal wine rack

5171

Circular dining table

5172

Quantity of china and glassware incl. Royal
Worcester, Doulton, etc.

5173

Small kitchen workstand

5174

Pine open shoe rack

5175

Narrow tall pine shelf unit

5176

Pine open shelf unit

5177

Pine bookcase

5463 Small tabletop mirror

5178

Pine blanket box

5139

Oak corner cupboard

5179

Pine blanket box

5140

Brass standard lamp with 4 light fittings

5180

5141

Nest of 3 tables with oak tops

Box containing everyday china by Royal
Worcester, Evesham Vale
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5181

Oak sidetable

5182

Small pine wall hanging

5183

Pine mirror with shelf under

5184

3ft single bed and headboard

5221

Large bookcase display cabinet on cabriole legs
with central cupboard unit

5222

Demi lune card table for restoration

5223

Large open bookcase

5224

Blakc metal framed mirror

5225

Bentwood open shelf unit

5226

Box containing various prints of bottletops, Aryton
Senna, lake scenes, photo frames etc.

5227

spare

5228

5025 2 framed and glazed prints of mediaeval
knights and princesses

*5185

Grey ground rug

*5186

Mattress topper

*5187

Dormeo Memory Plus mattress, 4ft6

*5188

Dormeo Memory Plus mattress, 4ft6

*5189

Dormeo Memory Plus mattress, 4ft6

*5190

L shaped grey fabric sofa with large footstool

*5191

Bagged mattress

5229

5305 Painted open bookcase

*5192

Box containing 2 sun lounger cushions

5230

5135 Reproduction narrow cabinet with drawer over

5193

Stripped pine wash stand

5231

5265 Kitchen chair

5194

Circular brass framed clock

5195

Framed and glazed print of Frankie Dettori

5233

5067 Inlaid Edwardian parlour/bedroom chair

5196

Framed oil on canvas of bowl of flowers

5234

5277 Fabric covered marble topped storage unit

5197

Pair of prints of silk: elephants fighting and a barge 5235

5136 Pine dressing table with bedside cabinet

5198

Large quantity of framed and glzed prints depicting 5236
churches, golf players, etc.
5237
Quantity of framed and glazed prints depicting
5238
crucifixion, church scene, homecoming, etc.
5239
Framed and glazed Chinese print of people under
archway
5240
Framed and glzed watercolour of mountain and
lake
5241

5234 Mirror framed beside cabinet

5202

Framed and glazed pastel of coutnry lane and barn 5242

5203

2 framed and glazed prints of street scenes

Small drop leaf table together with a reproduction
Canterbury

5204

Box of various prints

5205

Large modern oil on canvas of cattle in field

5206

Framed and glazed Ladybird advertising print

5207

Watercolour on card of ducklings

5208

Print of a female in white dress, together with a
quantity of other prints and tapestries, and oval
mirror

5199
5200
5201

*5232

Black framed floral patterned easy chair

Red leather button back wingback chair
Red leather button back wingback chair
Pallet containing various books, records, DVDs
etc. (7 boxes in total)
Spare
5094 Distressed faux leather tub chair

5243

5008 Statue of an Indian beauty holding an offering
plate

5244

5241 Childs small chair

5245

5160 Oak framed telephone table

5246

5308 White framed single bedframe

5247

Modern abstract on canvas

5248

2 oval framed mirrors

5249

5312 Framed and glazed print of sailing yacht

5250

Spare

5251

5270 Oak and beech framed armchair with
footstool

Grey fabric easy chair with matching stool

5252

spare

5213

2 corner whatnots and a linen box

5253

5214

2 inlaid Edwardian bedroom chairs

5287 Extending dining table with 6 chairs (2
carvers)

5215

2 pallets of mixed china, decorations incl.
elephants, vases, etc. (12 boxes total)

5254

4ft6 pine bedframe

5255

Black tea trolley

5256

5290 Brown faux leather reclining chair

5257

Reproduction mahogany waterfall bookcase with 2
drawers under

5258

5313 Collection of framed and glazed prints of
woodland scenes, etc.

5259

Georgian style wall mirror

5209

1950/60's style wardrobe with matching dressing
table

5210

Boxed elephant decoration

5211

Grey fabric easy chair with matching footstool

*5212

*5216

2 wooden framed chairs with grey cushions (1
broken arm)

5217

5209 2 grey painted and rush seated kitchen chairs

5218

Wall hung quartz driven clock

5219

5345 Gramophone held within a reproduction desk

5220

Stag style dressing table with a bedside cabinet
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5260

Victorian style mirror

5298

(2) Large red ground geometric rug

5261

Distressed gilt framed mirror with stand

5299

(3) Pink ground rug

5262

5326 Large metal and wood wine rack

5300

(4) Cream ground floral rug

5263

5232 2 wood carvings

5301

(5) Red and blue ground narrow runner

5264

5303 Modern hall table

5302

(3) Brown and green ground floral rug

5265

3 piece suite in brown fabric upholstery

5303

(7) Red and blue ground rug with floral decoration

5266

Reproduction mahogany TV stand and a repro
side table

5304

(8) Large pink ground floral rug

5305

2 teak part glazed wall units

5306

4ft6 white painted bedframe

*5267
5268

Foldaway single bed
5330 Faux leather single button back chair

5269

5307
Large red fabric covered footstool with faux leather
5308
base

5270

5357 Green ground Chinese rug

5271

5259 Childs rocking moose

5272

Spare

5273

2 prints mounted on hardboard of boy in red suit,
and girl in party dress

5274

5264 Ebonised parlour chair

5275

5239 Edwardian wooden framed tub chair

5276

5340 Modern display unti with detached doors

5314

2 beech topped stools

5277

Qty of framed and glazed poster prints depicting
sunrises, birds, etc

5315

2 chromium based black seated barstools

5278

Faded framed and glazed print by David Green of
Great Barford bridge

5316

Large quantity of advertising milk bottles

5317

Small snooker table

5279

Framed and glazed signed print of a galleon

5318

Glass topped elephant supported sidetable

5280

5462 Framed and glazed film poster: I Take This
Woman

5319

(9) Quantity of crucifixes

5320

Modern oak framed long case clock

5281

Framed and glazed pastel of 2 sheep

5321

Framed oil on canvas of female in blue dress

5282

Quantity of framed and glazed watercolours,
cigarette cards, etc.

5322

Small quantity of fishing rods

5323

5283

Large black framed open bookcase

Reproduction knee hole desk with red leather
insert

5284

Oak organ store

5324

Oak framed barometer and thermometer

5285

5307 Small bedside cabinet

5325

Black painted music cabinet

5286

Large open bookcase

5326

Framed oil on board of young girl with kittens

*5287

Foldaway mattress

5327

Framed and glazed print of the Rising of Christ

*5288

Quantity of boxed and part boxed furniture etc.

5328

Framed oil on board of 3 females

5289

Brown leather effect 2 seater sofa

5329

Framed oil on canvas of a boy in uniform

5290

5206 Drop leaf oval table with barley twist supports 5330

5291

5164 2 pine multi drawer units

5292

5372 Modern beech effect sideboard with marble
top

5293

5374/76/77/55 Oak 1930's style sideboard with 2
oak bedside cupboards, and a oak/beech framed
bedroom chair

5294

5378 Modern oak framed 2 door wardrobe with
single drawer under

5295

3 framed and glazed watercolours of gentlemen
fishing

5296

5323 3 boxes of flatpack furniture

5297

(1) Large red ground floral and geometric rug
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5393 Boxed childs bed with mattress
Large button back Chesterfield style sofa in red
leather

5309

Hevay cast iron base with faux oak planked top
and shelf under

5310

Wooden sewing box and contents with 2 spark
guards, mirrors etc.

*5311

Grey geometric rug

5312

Beige shagpile rug

*5313

5021 Framed and glazed print of a female under
tree

5331

Fishing rod style standard lamp with white paper
shade

5332

Grey fabric electric reclining chair

5333

Brown faux leather swivel chair with matching
footstool

*5334

37

Grey fabric L shaped sofa

Brass effect round modern coffee table

5335

Large print of a running zebra

5336

spare

5337

Rustic open bookcase

5338

Lagre gilt framed mirror

5339

Art Nouveau decorated radiator

5378

2 boxes of general household china

5340

5441 White/cream 2 seater leather sofa

5379

Plastic crate of glass paperweights

5341

5448 Set of shop scales

5380

Flat pack wardrobe

5342

5452 Pair of leather effect brown side chairs

5381

Cased Singer sewing machine

5343

Large 3 door modern wardrobe in beech effect

5382

5344

Pie crust topped modern reproduction yew coffee
table with cross stretchers

Box of resin ornaments of birds and animals
together with a collection of soft toys, mainly
koalas

5345

Box containing various photographs and prints

5383

5346

Bag containing 3 wooden bowls

Large qty of various framed and glazed prints
together with some mirrors

5347

2 framed and glazed North American Indian figures

5384

Collection to inc. part Minton dinner service, small
qty of glassware

5348

5475 Classical figurine of a female missing one
arm

5385

Collection of part tea service, part dinner services
with rose decoration, etc

5349

Large modern reproduction advertising sign for R A 5386
Titchier

Anniversary clock, Japanese part tea service
together with deer ornament

5350

Printed mirror in pine frame

5387

5351

Fishing rod

Collection of china and glassware to inc.
ornaments, small jardiniere's, etc

5352

2 boxes of decorative small china bells

5388

2 boxes of clocks/watch makers tooling

5353

Steel trunk of die cast toys, trains, etc

5389

Collection of silver plated ware, ornaments, etc

5354

Plastic crate of table lamps and shades

5390

5355

Plastic crate of board games, etc

Large collection of bags, stool, chair together with
a tulip stand stool, etc

5356

Box containing travel books by H V Morton

5391

Large collection of LP's and 45 records held in
bags and boxes

5357

Box containing glasses cases and 2 loud speaker
stands

5392

Brass and glass ceiling light fitting

5358

2 Dutch figures carrying baskets

5393

5501 Large qty of various chairs

5359

5427 plastic crate of every day china

5394

Large blue and gilt vase together with a gold
coloured vase

5360

Box containing boxed Mason ware

5395

2 brass desk lamps

5361

Artists easel

5396

4 leather bound Lloyds register books

5362

4 bath feet, ball and claw style

5397

Small qty of die cast toys in box

5363

Case containing 2 boules

5398

2 angle poise lamps plus 2 smaller lamps

5364

Small wall hung clock

5399

Cased Olympia typewriter

5365

Qty of books, various titles

5400

Large qty of records held in 4 boxes

5366

Qty of boxed books held in 8 boxes

5401

Qty of boxed jigsaws

5367

Small wicker basket of general china and light
fittings together with pine corner shelf, small

5402

Qty of 45 records held in suitcase and 3 boxes

5368

Cased Olympia typewriter

5403

2 boxes of mainly cooking books

5369

Box containing oversize dominoes together with
children's Britannica books and various other
children's albums

5404

Small tray of Corgi and other die cast toys

5405

2 bowling balls, one with see through material

5406

Resin puppy with ball between it's 2 front paws

5407

2 boxes of classic bus magazines

5408

2 boxed large jigsaw puzzles

5409

4 modern plaques of Tin Tin

5410

Small artists easel

5370

Small collection of silver plate, china shade and a
brass jardiniere stand together with a box of china
wall brackets and a box entitled Viagra

5371

2 boxes of household china, table lamp, tennis
racket, saucepan, fire bucket, etc in 2 boxes

5372

Small bag of collectable meerkats

5411

Box of comics, paintings framed and glazed, etc

5373

Box containing music books together with a small
box of cassettes

5412

2 crates of dials, candle sticks, scales, weights,
etc

5374

Cased canteen of cutlery

5413

5375

Hand operated Singer sewing machine

Cardboard box of metal wares to inc. billows,
locks, brushes, etc

5376

Large floral decorated bowl

5414

2 boxes of various ref. books

5377

3 boxes of various records

5415

Box containing the Times Complete History of the
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World and Old England, a museum of popular
antiquities

5454

Quantity of Country Collection glassware

5455

Quantity of jigsaws

5456

Small tray of glassware

5457

Large quantity of 45s

5458

Large quantity of Minton china, table lamps, etc.

5459

Star Wars figure together with a desk fan and a
1950s collectible bakelite hairdryer

5416

Box containing everyday china ware

5417

Box containing CD's

5418

Box containing various framed and glazed prints

5419

2 boxes of brassware, signs, etc

5420

Qty of jigsaw puzzles

5421

Die cast Plymouth barracuda car

5460

Quantity of brass and copper kitchenware

5422

Box of candlesticks

5461

2 Corgi lorries in original boxes

5423

Box of books containing annuals by Enid Blyton,
etc

5462

1930's ceiling light shade with a white glass light
shade

5424

Classic crate of railway magazines

5463

Small quantity of melamine ware

5425

Box containing Royal Worcester

5464

Wrought iron and glass light fitting

5426

Brass and glass ceiling fittings x 2

5465

Clay female bust

5427

3 boxes of stoneware flagons, jugs, etc

5466

3 oil lamps

5428

Crate containing Toby jugs, bottles, jugs, tureens,
etc

5467

Carlton Ware coffee set with a Paragon coffee set

5429

3 boxes of various books to inc. autobiographical

5468

Collection of maps

5430

Cased old cine projector

5469

2 boxes of Hornby trains, most in boxes

5431

Box containing LP's

5470

2 boxes of decorative parakeet, bird ornaments,
lampshades, paint brushes etc.

5432

Box containing silver plated ware

5471

4 crates of various LPs

5433

Box containing LP's, videos and a small box of
DVD's

5472

2 hessian sacks

5434

Box containing Liliput Lane figures, cottages and
houses

5473

Quantity of 8 track cassettes with player

5474

Large quantity of card making equipment incl.
cards, printer, etc.

5435

Box of LP's to inc. Eric Clapton, Led Zepplin, etc

5475

5436

Box of Dandy and Roy of the Rover annuals, etc
plus a Holy Bible

Collection of 4 items of cherrywood furniture:
square sidetable with drawer under, coffee table,
nest of 3 tables, and entertainment stand

5437

Collection of brushed brass and glass light fittings

5476

Collection of paperweights

5438

2 boxes of books

5477

5439

3 boxes of books

Collection of Eddie Stobart lorries plus 2 other
Corgi die cast toys

5440

Box of DVDs, Wedgwood china etc.

5478

5441

Box of everyday china and metalwares, lamp
shades etc.

Collection of fishing equipment incl. nets, tents,
rods etc.

5479

Large modern oil of a seascape by Hutson

5442

Box of books plus a box of linen

5480

5443

JVC hifi with speakers and Sony HD recorder

5444

Box of everyday china

Framed and glazed poster of Jimi Hendrix. The
Clouds of Dawn - a computer generated image by
Bob Cummings from the Jimi Hendrix Exhibition
1991

5445

Tray of Matchbox die cast toys

5481

Bag containing various fishing rods

5446

2 boxes of books entitled Operation Mincemeat,
Stalingrad etc.

5482

Quantity of glass and brass light fittings

5483

Modern oil on board of mountain and lake scene

5447

3 boxes of chromium plated candlesticks

5484

Modern oil on canvas of a stylised flower

5448

Box of die cast toys incl. Models of Yesteryear
etc.

5485

5 boxes of LP records

5449

2 boxes of various books, etc.

5486

5591 Picture mirror depicting cowgirls and cowboy

5450

Quantity of CDs and holders

5487

Tray of LP records, mostly reggae and Motown

5451

5626 Quantity of wall clocks

5488

Cast stone wall plaque with cherubs on dolphins

5452

Small tray of Dr Who figures

5489

2 trays of various books and Aynsley vase

5453

2 boxes of everyday china incl. dogs, teacups,
plates etc.

5490

2 framed and glazed pictures of David Bowie

5491

2 etchings of river scenes

5492

The Smiling Cavalier print in gilt frame
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5493

Wooden face mask

5532

Cast iron greyhound with scottie dog

5494

Faded David Green print of Bedford bridge, signed
in pencil

5533

5514 Collection of 4 watches

5495

Bisque headed doll, with detached leg

5534

5715 Captain Scarlet car and Stingray
submarine/fish

5496

Small collection of thimbles, plus 2 Toby jugs by
Doulton

5535

Small quantity of cordless phones

5497

Book entitled The Secret Language of Birthdays

5536

Leather hat box

5498

Military hat with associated badges

5537

Quantity of copper kettles

5499

Brass bell

5538

5693 3 fishing rod tubes

5500

RAF Sweethearts compact

5539

Cage of electrical wares incl. radios, video players
etc.

5501

W.Ottway & Co. of Ealing extending telescope,
1915

5540

Collection of Beatrix Potter by Royal Albert

5502

spare

5541

Cage of glassware

5503

2 opaque bird decorated glass vases

5542

Large collection in 2 bays of sheet music

5504

2 continental china candlesticks with cranberry
glass and Jasperware trinket box

5543

5687 Quantity of Waterford crystal

5544

5505

Eddie Stobart lorry with SnapOn lorry and car

Cage containing cased German telescope,
laminating machine, electrical sundries and lights
slide projector

5506

Cut glass bowl

5545

Quantity of ephemera

5507

Small tupperware box containing Canadian Pacific
trains

5546

Cage of kitchenware

5508

5730 Small quantity of costume jewellery

5547

Cage of china and glassware

5509

Wooden box of building blocks

5548

Small quantity of Wedgwood Hathaway china incl.
bowl and 2 vases

5510

5574 Nikko RC car

5549

Quantity of costume jewellery

5511

Carbide car lamp

5550

5512

Small collection of glass trinket boxes with copper
lids

Cage to include ultrasonic cleaner, temperature
gauge, and other electrical equipment

5551

5678 Cage of glassware, some Swedish

5513

Set of shop scales together with 2 Toby jugs and
collection of silver plated ware

5552

Cage to include Nao and Lladro type figurines,
plus other china and glassware

5514

3 glass ink wells and knife rests

5553

Quantity of silver plated cutlery

5515

Small bongo drum

5554

5516

Small snooker score board

Cage containing figurines, plated ware, brass ware
etc.

5517

Collection of knight spoons with cased butter knife
set

5518

5 Marine Corps historical reference pamphlet:
1967-1970

5519

Leather bound book of the works of Bunyan

5520

*5555

Boxed collection of chair cushions

5556

Cage containing Aynsley plate stands and plates

5557

Small quantity of silver plate

5558

Cage containing glassware incl. decanters,
tea/coffee part sets etc.

2 Gucci ladies watches

5559

Cage containing Toby jug etc.

5521

Small tabletop mirror gilt framed

5560

5522

5702 2 wooden skulls

Cage containing part dinner service by Royal
Doulton 'Counterpoint' with small silver hand mirror

5523

Canteen of cutlery

5561

5670 Cage containing metal wares

5524

Kaleidoscope

5562

Wall mounted plate rack in style of Ercol

5525

5705 Russian military hat with associated badges

5563

4 oak framed dining chairs

5526

5704 BattleKing toy by Matchbox

5564

3 glass fish with a blue decorated china bowl

5527

Glass car ornament

5565

5528

Set of scales complete with weights

Cage containing Royal Worcester Evesham Vale
ware

5529

Beswick owl

5566

5545 Cage containing Pelham puppet with die
cast boxed toys

5530

Small collection of silver plate incl. water pot, jug,
sugar bowl, and covered dish

5567

3 boxes of kitchenalia with box of framed mirrors,
prints etc.

5531

1930's style mantle clock

5568

Cage containing china and glassware
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5569

Cage of glass decanters, one silver mounted

5570

Cage containing cameras, tripods etc.

5571

5660 Under bay containing cushions

5572

Cage of desk mat, nutcrackers, American football,
electric knife, etc.

5573

Cage of wooden horses

5574

Cage of part dinner service by Doulton 'Juneau'

5575

Collection of Russian dolls

5576

Cage containing Old English Countryside Johnson
& Bros. china

5577

Cage containing various sports shields

5578

Cage containing kitchenalia

5579

Cage of commemorative jugs, metalwares,
glassware etc.

5580

Large dolls house with 2 cages of dolls house
furniture

*5581

Bay of boxed part built furniture etc.

5582

Lava lamp together with a lilac vase

5583

Box containing postcards

5584

3 boxes of LPs plus one box of 45s

5585

Small collection of blue and white china

5586

Small box of linen

5587

5639 Collection of poker work portraits of famous
people

5588

Collection of kitchen terracotta ware

5589

3 boxes of Look and Learn magazines

5590

Box plus loose picture frames

5591

5461 Quantity of painted wooden panels

5592

Green ground shagpile rug

5593

Blue and grey geometric rug

5594

Brass framed corkboard

5595

Large mustard coloured round rug

5596

5627 Red ground rug

5597

Pair of fuschia coloured rugs

5598

5520 4ft3 x 7ft grey shagpile rug

5599

5628 Grey framed bedframe
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